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By Kindel% Bendt
MSU Public Relations
Murray State University's
college of science. engineering
and technology and the Office
of Regional Stewardship have
partnered with the Calloway
County Conservation District to
bring The Wonders of Physics
Traveling Show to West
Kentucky for K-I2 students
groups to enjoy. The goal is to
raise awareness of and to promote STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) education
The Wonders of Physics is
offered by the University of
of
department
Wisconsin
physics and is an engaging and
experience.
educational
Demonstrations help students
bener understand physics in the
world around them, while providing fun at the same time.
Volunteers from the audience
are often asked to get involved
with the activities.
Each show is designed to last
about an hour and will explore
how the natural world works.
Topics covered will include the
six main areas of classical
physics: motion, heat, sound,
electricity, magnetism and
light.
Locations and times are:
• Jan. 25 - Calloway County
Middle School, 8:30 a.m.-2:30
p.m.
• Jan. 26 - Southwest
Elementary, 8:30 a.m.; Murray
High School, 10:30 a.m.: East
Elementary. 2 p.m.
• Jan. 27 - LBL Planetarium,
9 a.m.- noon: Graves County
High School, noon-2:30 p.m.
• Jan. 28 - Marshall County

Boat show, truck pull draw crowds
to Murray for weekend activities

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
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Program helps
cancer patients
to look. feel better

WEATHER

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
An American Cancer Society initiative
aimed at female cancer patients is returning to Murray.
"Look Good...Feel Better," brings in volunteer cosmetologists and donated supplies to work with women undergoing cancer treannents.
"We walk women through a I 2-step
process to combat the affect of treatment.
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By JULIE PACE
Associated Press Writer
--;
(AP)
ASHINGTON
Previewing key elements of his
State of the Union address.
President Barack °barna is announcing on
Monday a senes of initiatives aimed at
calming soma of the economic fears of
struggiing middle class families.
Inc proposals to be unveiled by °barna
and Vice President Joe Biden at the Whits
House. and which the president will push
in his Wednesday night speech. include a
doubling of the child care tax credit for
families earning under $85,000: an
increase in federal funding for child care
programs of 31.6 billion. capping student
loan payments to 10 percent of income
above "a basic living allowance.," expanding tax credits to match retirement savings;
and increasing aid for families taking care
of elderly relatives. The plan would also
require all employers to provide the option
of a workplace-based retirement savings
.
plan.
The proposals are the result of the work
of a middle class task force that Biden hact
headed. A White House official says tlie
are aimed at the "sandwich generation" --:
Amencans that axe struggling to care fix
both their children and their parents. The
official spoke on the condition of
anonymity because the speech has not
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announce
middle
class aid

Fun for All

Students
to enjoy
'Wonders
of Physics'
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By Ths Associated Press
Monday...Mostly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of rain
showers or snow showers.
Highs in the tower 40s. West
winds 10 to 20 mph Gusts up to
35 mph in the afternoon.
night. .Mostly
Monday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of snow showers Lows in the
upper 20s West winds 10 to 15
mph.
sunny.
Tuesday...Partly
Highs in the upper 30s West
winds 10 to 15 mph.
night...Partly
Tuesday
cloudy. Lows in the mid 20s.
Southwest winds 5 mph.
Wednesday. Partly sunny.
Highs in the upper 40s South
winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday night...Mostly
cloudy with a 50 percent chance
of rain Lows in the mid 30s.
Thursday...Rain/sleet likely
and a slight chance of freezing
rain in the morning. Then
snow _Sleet likely and a slight
chance of freezing rain in the
afternoon. Highs in the upper
30s Chance of precipitation 60
percent.
night.. Breezy.
Thursday
Snow likely and a chance of
sleet in the evening

73rd 'Campus Lights'
set to open Thursday
it premiered. including Best
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Musical, and ran for 1,375
Staff Writer
was also
ready to be trans- perfortnances.
ported to 1912 Iowa as made into a classic 1%2 film
Robert Preston,
the members of Phi starring
Mu Alpha Sinfonia and Sigma Shirley Jones and Buddy
Alpha Iota present the 73rd Hackett, as well as a young
Ron Howard.
annual Campus Lights.
The show tells the story of
Campus Lights is a longstanding tradition at Murray Harold Hill, a con man who
State University and is pre- arrives in the small town of
sented each year in Lovett River City. Iowa, and conAuditonum by the local chap- vinces the townspeople to sign
ters of the music fraternity and their sons up to be in a boys'
sorority. This year's show is band. which he promises to
Meredith Wilson's beloved teach and lead. He plans to
1957 Broadway hit. which
won five Tony. Awards the year MI See Page 2
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•Middle class ...
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seat, in the 2010
nudterm elections. Obiuna's poll
tx-en Imaltzett
numbers are also off — pnmanly
The official said that creating because of the slow economic
jobs. addressing the deficit, chang- recovery and double-dign uneming Washington and helping middle ployment A majonty of Americans
class faitulies are the main themes also have turned against health care
of (llama's ftrsi State of the Limon reform. the president's signature
adviress He'll also discuss his bid to legislative effort now in jeopardy..
take on the tinaneial Indust!), enerimuauves being announced
gy. CdUillt1011 and immigration — Monday were first reported by. The
all issues the president has said fit New York Times.
into his plan to rebuild the economy.
Under the president's proposals,
White House adv titers see the farmlies making
under S85.000 a
speech AS a key opportunity for year vvoulti see their child
care tax
Obarna to ircalibrate his message to credit nearly
doubled. Families
connect
better
vvith the public and making under
SI15,000 would also
reset his presidency after stinging see at least
SOMC increase in their
setbacks
credit. Obama will also call for the
°barna has promised a sharper
allocation of S100 million to assist
tocus
jobs and the economy as families
caring for aging relatives
the dust settles from the punishing
by. providing help with transportalate
the
loss of
Edward M. tion. adult
day care and in-horne
Kennedy's Senate
seat
in aids.
Massachusetts. Republican Scott
The irutiatives also focus on sasBrown's victory put the seat in the
ings, requinng employers that don't
hands of Republicans for the first
offer jobs-based retirement plans to
time in decades and took away
enroll their workers in a direct
Democrats' 60-vote majority in the
deposit retirement account, unless
Senate.
the employee opts out.
cost to
°barna and fellow Democrats are
employers would be offset by new
trying to regroup to head off more
tax credits, and the administration
populist anger and stem more losses
says the smallest firms would be
of congressional, gubernatorial and
exempt.

F rom Front

From Front
It s mostly hair loss but also
chtmges in skin. fingernails and
overall appearance. Going
through this process helps the
women look good and feel better about themselves," said
Angie Hutching, coordinator for
Look
Good...Feel
Better.
"Looking like a cancer patient
makes you feel like a cancer
panent."
For more than five years, the
program has been hosted successfully in Murray at MurrayCalloway County Hospital's
Health and Wellness Center.
The program is held multiple
times each year, including one
directly prior to Relay for Life,
Hutching said. Overall, the program has been going on for
more than 20 years. While
working as an oncology nurse,
Hutching saw the need locally
for "Look Good...Feel Better"
and worked to bnng it to
Murray.
In addition to learning vanous
ways of looking good, participants in each session go home
with a bag stuffed full of almost
$300 worth of donated products
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Census 2010
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National Cosmetology
Association
and
the
Cosmetology, Toiletries and
Fragrance Association help /4G: Senatoes employment not criminal
bnng it all together. They get the
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) - "The attorney general's office says an
investigation found no evidence that a Democratic state senator
products donated tuid put them
into bags. It ranges from every- committed a crime related to his former job.
The Office of Special Prosecutions said in news release Friday
thing from keeping skin moisturized to makeup application," that the case of state Sen. Joey Pendleton, D-Hopkinsville, is now
closed.
said Mary Huff, health initiaThe investigation took place at the request of Steve Robertson. the
tives representative.
state Republican Party chair, who asked Attorney General Jack
Both Hutching and Huff said
Conway to appoint a special prosecutor into allegations that
they hase seen countless smiles Pendleton was paid by Mun-ay
State University while in Frankfort
from women coming out ot• the on legislative business.
event, and just as many smiles
Pendleton denied any wrongdoing. He was the special projects
manager for Murray State and its agnculture department for about
on the husbands' faces.
10 years, but his contract was not renewed.
"It's so cool. I had one lady in
Pendleton has served in the state Senate since 1993, and repreparticular who always just lunda
sents
the 3rd District, which includes Christian, Todd and Logan
looked down at the ground and
counties.
didn't wear makeup or wigs
much. Then she came to a sesWork to begin on hydroelectric power turbine
sion and was probably the
SM1THLAND. Ky.(AP) - Officials in a western Kentucky counbiggest success story .. by the
ty say construction is expected to begin in spnng or summer on an
time she got through the 12 Ohio River hydroelectric power turbine.
steps, she walked out and the
The power turbine is set to be built at the Sniithland Locks and
last thing she said was 'I am so Dam in Livingston County.
According to published reports, the project has all its necessary
cute!" Hutching said "The next
permits for construction to begin.
week when she came in to the
Livingston County Judge-Executive Chris Lasher says up to 400
office for treatment she was all
jobs will be available during the four-year construction phase.
done up."
"The reactions we get from
Annual U31. bison auction Jan. 30
women are just arnazing," Huff
GOLDEN POND. Ky.(AP)- "The Forest Service has planned two
said. "From the makeup to the
American bison auctions at the Land Between the Lakes.
wigs and just getting to see the
The auctions are scheduled for Jan. 30 and are aimed at thinning
overall product in the end. We'll the herds of bison at the national recreation area.
have ladies call their husbands
The Forest Service says in a news release that about 35 bison will
be available for auction.
and tell them to get dressed and
Details on the age, sex, and weight of all animals to be sold may
take them out to dinner. The
be obtained after Tuesday by calling (270)924-2065.
transformation is amazing."
"Look Good...Feel Better" is
free to women who are current- Lone Oak weighs reincorporation
LONE OAK, Ky. (AP) - A one-time western Kentucky city is
ly going through treatment for
weighing whether to reincorporate, less than two years after voters
caricer, whether chemotherapy,
dissolved the municipality.
radiation or both. For more
Former Lone Oak commissioner Roger Dew is organizing on
information, call (800) 227- Tuesday to discuss a PowerPoint presentation
on why he feels the
2345 or (270) 435-4455 or visit city should reincorporate and hopes to form a committee of likewww.cancer.org.
minded people.
Dew. with the help of attorney Alisha Bobo, has prepared a petition to reincorporate the community' as a bigger city, which would
have a larger tax base and presumably therefore lower property tax
rates. The petition is not yet circulating.
According to published reports, to reincorporate, either two-thirds
From Front
of registered voters or two-thirds of the property owners in the area
Elementary. Middle and High
would have to sign a petition.
schools, 8:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
"Vvre are investigating both options," she said.
• Jan. 29 — North Elementary
Voters dissolved the former half-square-mile city in 2008. Its City
School, 8-10 a.m.; Murray
Hall and three p olice cruisers became McCracken County properElementary School. 11:30 a.m.ty.
1 p.m.; Murray Middle School,
2- 3 p.m.

Ill Physics...

11 you have any questions you can call any of
the nunibers below:
Hopkinsville Census office - 270-885-6322
City of Murray - 270-762-0350 ext. 140
Website: www.marrayky.gov

_
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Kentucky
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www.census.gov

Judge: Man competent to stand trial in 3 deaths

pediatncs

at Primary Care Medical Center

SNIITHLAND. Ky.(AP) - A man accused of stabbing and killing
thre-e children, sexually assaulting their mother and burning their
home has been found by a judge to be competent to stand trial next
month.
According to published reports, Circuit Judge C.A. "Woody"
Woodall ruled Friday that Kevin Dunlap of Hopkinsville is competent to stand trial on Feb. 9.
The trial has been moved from Trigg County to Livingston
County and is set for Feb. 9.
Police say Dunlap fatally stabbed the three siblings, injured and
sexually assaulted their mother and burned the home in the Roaring
Spring community near the Fort Campbell Army post in October
2008. Dunlap has pleaded not guilty.
Woodall also declined a defense request to delay the trial while
DNA evidence is still being tested.

1111 'Campus Lights' ...
From Front
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,kip town betore the locals can
figure out that he has no musical
!raining, but becomes intrigued
by the town librarian, Marian
Paroo, and risks blowing his
cover by sticking around longer
than he expected.
The show's director, Dianne
Rousseau, said the Campus
Lights board wanted to do a
family-friendly classic musical
theater piece anti said she
expected the public to enjoy the
show a great deal. While the
show has great leading roles,
she said it is filled with great
characters. It has a large cast,
but everyone gets their moment
to shine. she said.
Besides the funny script that
comments
on
small-town
America — still relatable almost
100 years after the play. is set —
the show is chock full of memorable numbers. The songs
include "Ya Got Trouble," '"Til
There Was You," "Seventy-six
Trombones," "Marian
the
Librarian," "'The Wells Fargo
Wagon," "Gary, Indiana,"
"Shipoopi," and many others.
"It's full of great tunes and
people know them even if they
don't realize it." Rousseau said.
Directing a show like "The
Music Man" has many challenges, including casting four
men to play town dignitaries
who pop up throughout the
show and sing in a barbershop
quartet style, Rousseau said.
"You don't see that in a lot of

shows and it's hard to put
together," she said, "We knew
we would have to find men who
could sing well together and
(the students who were cast)
really do."
For a show set in 1912, costumes are certainly a big part of
it, but Rousseau said they
weren't as big of a challenge as
she thought they would be and
that she got a lot of help from
the MSU Department of Theater
& Dance's costumer, Heidi
Ortega. Playhouse in the Park
has also lent some costumes,
she said.
Rousseau said dancing is a
huge part of the show's spectacle and was an even bigger component to deal with than she
realized when she signed up to
direct. Some of the show's
biggest dance numbers are
"Marian the Librarian" and
"Shipoopi." She said she was
grateful for the help of the
show's choreographer, Aaron
Kruger, whom she said has
made things easy for her by
being a great collaborator.
"I'm so glad I had Aaron at
my disposal." she said. "He's
done a great job reading my
mind and making it work and
communicating with, someone
who is not a dancer...
Performances are Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at 7:30
p.m. and Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
For tickets. call 809-4288.
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The tuneral for Gayle Finney was today (Monday)
at I I a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev.
Mike White and Rev. Kerry Lambert officiated.
Pallbeiwers were Alton Collins, Johnathon Jones.
Mark Kelly, Tonuny Ferguson, Howl Bean and
Dwight Corbon, active, and Barry and Seth
Grogan. honorary. Burial was in the Buchanan
Baptist Church Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Murray Calloway County Hospital Hospice House,
803 Poplar St, Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Finney, 72. Haiti,died Friday. Jan. 22,2010
Finney
at his home. His death followed an extended illness.
He had retired from Murray State University as an
electrician after 31 years of service. He was a member of Buchanan
Baptist Church and of Buchanan Masonic Lodge.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Stark and Gladys
Murphy Finney. and one brother, Charles Firmey.
Survivors include his wife, Vetere Dowdy Finney; one daughter.
Pamela Coleman and husband, Roger, Springville, Tenn.: four
gnuidchildren. five great-grandchildren.

Walmart cuts 11,000
jobs at Sam's Club

•

NEW YORK (AP)- Wal- "Tastes and Tips" with new
Mart Stores Inc. will cut about carts, signs, uniforms and a
11,200jobs at Sam's Club ware- trained team, said Cornell. He
houses as it turns over the task said the move was not made to
of in-store product demonstra- save money.
tions to an outside marketing
"It's not a cost cutting meascompany.
ure. its really an investment in
The move is an effort to enhancing our demo program,''
improve sales at Sam's Club and he said. Cornell added that
comes on top of a decision to Shopper Events plans to hire
•.
.
•
close 10 underperforming ware- "roughly the same number of
••
house locations, which cost people" cut, and said Sam's
1,500 jobs.
Club workers are invited to
•.
The cuts represent about 10 apply for those positions.
.•
percent of the warehouse club
Cornell said Sam's Club
operator's 110,000 staffers decided to eliminate its mem.•
across its 600 stores. That bership recruiting unit because
•,
•
includes 10,000 workers, mostly "we have found that we can
•
part-timers, who offer food sam- more effectively drive member••
••
ples and showcase products to ship through targeted member
••
customers. The company also acquisition events and by
eliminated 1,200 workers who increasing our partner memberrecruit new members.
ship programs."
Employees were told the
"I feel betrayed," said Sally
news at mandatory meetings on Grueling,56, who had worked at
Sunday morning.
Sam's Club for nine years, most
"In the club channel, demo recently in Hilliard, Ohio as a
KY'sER LOUGH/Ledger 8 Times .•
(Above) At the fishing pond, Jacob Watters, 7, of Murray, releases his lure into the water
sampling events are a very new business membership rep.
to try and catch a fish. Wafters and
his brother, Nicholas, fished the pond with their father, Derek. (Bottom lett) Many seminars
important part of the experiwere held during the show, by :
In a memo to employees,
ence," said Sam's Club CEO Cornell said eligible workers experts like Dan Morehead, who is pictured talking to a group atter his "Winning Fishing Strategies" seminar. (Bottom right) •
Brian Cornell in a phone inter- will receive severance pay and Aaron Dail was one of three participants chosen for the "Grab the Cash" contest. After coming dose to the $10,000
grand prize,
view with The Associated Press. benefits, and that the company Dail left with a $50 Murray Bank savings bond.
"Shopper Events specializes in will help them find opportunithis area and they can take our ties at other Sam's Clubs and in
sampling program to the next Walmart stores, in addition to
Now is the time to buy...
level."
Shopper Events positions.
Shopper Events, based in
The cuts come as many
Rogers, Ark., currently works Americans had hoped job losses
with Wal-Mart's namesake would abate as the economy
stores on in-store demonstra- slowly recovers. However, anations. Sam's Club is looking to lysts said Sunday that while this
the company to improve sam- marks Wal-Mart Stores' largest
• 100% Home Purchases
NOORVIK. Alaska (AP)- mailed to most households on
pling in areas such as electron- job cut, they expect many The U.S. Census
Bureau is March 15. Census workers also
•
Rates
Still Low!• Competitive Rates
ics, personal wellness products employees to be picked up by launching
its 2010 count of the will visit 217 other rural Alaska
and food items to entice shop- Shopper Events,so the net effect nation's
•
Not So Perfect Credit
residents in a remote communities in the coming
pers to spend more.
on the economy probably won't Alaska village.
•
Certain
weeks.
Restrictions Apply
Sam's Club has underper- be that bad.
Census Bureau Director
Alaskans in rural communiformed the Waltnart chain in the
"I would argue that from an Robert Groves is
flying to ties that, like Noorvik. are not
U.S. and abroad. Cornell has economic standpoint it's somebeen working to improve results what nominal," said David Noorvik in northwest Alaska on linked by roads have been the
since taking the helm in early Strasser. a retail analyst with Monday to count the first house- first residents counted since the
1,t
liontebuyers llp lo SSA° bottomed Refundable Tat Credit
2009, introducing new store for- Janney Montgomery Scott. "It hold in the Inupiat Eskimo com- 1990 census. These cotnmunimunity
of
650.
Groves
and
other
ties are the places where the
mats, price cuts and offering looks a lot worse than it really is
t',Irma Home Owners llp To 56,500 Refiimiable Tax redit
more variety and more brands of from a layoff standpoint. My arriving officials are scheduled process is first conducted in peritems from take-home meals to read is the majority of employ- to be taken to the village school son by census workers, who also
baked goods.
ees are going to be picked up by by sled dog teams driven by make personal visits to nonreschoolchildren.
As consumers eat out less in Shopper Events."
sponding residents around the
The first to be counted will country.
the shaky economy. Sam's Club
Strasser said he did not
has tried to steal customers from expect the move to materially be Clifton Jackson. a World War
It's easier to get census coungrocery chains and rival ware- affect Wal-Mart Stores' fourth- II veteran and the oldest resi- ters to the villages around
house stores like Costco quarter earnings results. Wal- dent, according to residents.
Alaska before muddy conditions
Wholesale Corp. by offering Mart reports results for the quarVillagers have prepared a day brought on by the spring thaw
more everyday goods like food ter and full year in February.
of festivities at the school to makes access more difficult,
and health and beauty items and
"It really should be neutral to welcome Groves and other visit- according to Ralph Lee, director
paring its assortment of general the economy," Johnson agreed. ing federal, state and tribal offi- of the bureau's
"s.1
Seattle region,
merchandise like furniture and He said Wal-Mart remains the cials. The residents plan to hold which
oversees Alaska.
Ataii St • Moniv.KY121171• 271-753-7665
clothes.
largest private employer in the traditional dances. an Inupiat
Many rural Alaskans also still
But during Wal-Mart Stores' world and in the U.S. "None of fashion show and a feast of sub- live
off the land, fishing and
most recent quarter, revenue at that changes."
sistence foods including moose hunting for their food.
the Sam's Club division slipped
The number of jobs created and caribou.
Lee said it's important to
nearly 1 percent to $11.55 bil- via Shopper Events may not be
The school also will serve as reach villagers before they set
lion while U.S. Walmart stores one-to-one, he said, "but should
lodging for Groves and most of off for fishing camps or hunting
posted a 1.2 percent sales be fairly close. Net net I don't
the 50 visitors, who will bunk expeditions.
Investments Since 1854
increase to $61.81 billion.
pin
ut 9
think it makes a huge difference down
in empty classrooms.
After the weather warms.
"Sam's has been the relative on the economy."
Census
workers
and
trained
Noorvik
residents
will hunt for
laggard, and it has lagged relaf•
locals are expected to take a moose, canbou. seal. geese and
Dow Joins Ind. Avg..-10X19.4 + 26.7
tive to its direct competitors.
HopFed Bank* .
lea B 10.58 4 •s•
week to interview the rest of duclo. They also will fill their
Air Products
Costco and the smaller BIN
•1.54
I B M-126.53• 1.03
Noorvik's residents. using the freezers with salmon. trout and
(Wholesale Club)." said Craig
Appie
..... .......-.102.02 + 4.29
Intel
20.19 + 0.2.8
same
10-question
forms
to be other fish from the Kobuk River.
Johnson, president of retail conAT&T. Inc....-.--.-._...2.5.71•0_12
21.79 + 0.02
Kroger
sultancy Customer Growth
BB&T.
28 50•0-15
Mattel
20.05•11.10
Partners.
Bank of Atnerica
...I5.18
•0.27
The move to outsource its
M11c1Mnalds
63.2S - 0.13
Briggs & Stratton ......17.15 + 0.11
food sampling efforts is a way
N1erck
19.27•0.40
Bristol Myers Squibb 24.74 + 0.14
for the company to tout its fresh
Be alert to give servAticr000ft
29.20•0.24
('aterpillar
food offerings in a cost-effective
55 19 + 0.94
ice. What counts a
.I.C.
Penney
25.48
+ 011
manner, Johnson said.
Chevron Texaco Corp 75.01 •0.42
, great deal in life is 1
Permicn, Inc.
"'Fresh' is where the real
60.3T - 0.07
Daimler Chrysler
47.60•0.48
, what we do for others. I
competitive battles are being
Pfizer.
............... 19.13 + 0.17 :":
Dean Foods
18.39 - 0.09
-Anonymous
fought in the club sector," lie
Regions
Financial
6.58 - 0.02 5.
Exxon-Mobil
66.58 + 0.45
said.
Sears
Holding
corp.
Ford
Motor
98.28
- 0.02
10.85
+
0.33
Shopper Events will launch a
Time Marner
General Electric
27.29 + 0.04
......- 16.43 + 0-12
new demo program called
l'S Bancorp
GlaxoSmithhline ADR 40.59 - 0.17
.........-24.93•0.26
Goodrich
Mellroint
62.00
Inc.._._
+
0.59
.... 65.52 + 0.42
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(;oodyear
13.49•0.25
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Call Today For An Appointment
HEATER

Alaskan village up
first for 2010 census
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WAITING
ROOM

Gov. Beshear's plain to bal- Commitance Kentucky's next two-year tee.
But
.,,. state budget with expanded only time
'gaming revenue looks like it will
tell
_ will stay just that—a propos- how popu'al.
lar
tax
House members reacted cool- reform is
ly to the governor's bid to in the Genfund millions of dollars in state e r al
a programs through 2012 with Assembly
an estimated $780 million gen- overall.
.crated from video slot machines
It
is
Leslelative
- at Kentucky race tracks when also uncerUpdate
that proposal was unveiled in tain at this
his State Budget Address Tues- point
if By Rep. Melvin
Henley
.., day. House and Senate mem- budget
D-Murtay
bers in joint session reacted with language
tepid applause as the governor to be writexplained how taxes and license ten by the House will include
•
fees from the machines, some- the same proposed expenditimes called video lottery ter- tures as the governor's budgnunals or VLTs, would protect et. That information will
funding for K-12 education, become clearer as a House
public safety, Medicaid and budget bill moves through var.i• other state priorities over the ious budget review subcomnext two years.
mittees, full A&R, and onto
The guarded reaction from the House floor.
lawmakers Tuesday turned into
While budget discussions are
an emphatic 'no' the next day, still in the early stages, bills
when Hoire leaders directed that would help Kentucky milthe chamber's Appropriations itary veterans are sailing
and Revenue Committee to start through the House. At least three
drafting a new budget from bills that would improve the
scratch - one that does not count lives of our veterans passed
on slots proceeds for ongoing the House last week and were
government operations. It's a sent to the Senate for considdaunting task. By some esti- eration. House Bill 75 would The Courier-JoumeI
mates, die state faces as much require state agencies with job Louisville, Ky
To read Charles Krautham. as a $1.5 billion revenue short- openings to offer interviews to
, fall in the coming biautium.
up to five military veterans. mei% and to listen to the endBut if Beshear's expanded or no fewer than five if five less right-wing talking blovia' gaming proposal got a chilly or more are eligible. HB 14 tors, one would think that the
'reception from lawmakers, the would offer Kentucky's disabled last 12 months have been the
governor's reaction to talk of veterans limited free overnight most disastrous for an incomincreasing
state
revenues stays at any Kentucky State Park ing U.S. president.
through taxes has been down- every year. And HB 19 would
What rot.
right icy. He said during the allow military personnel to
The truth can be found in
Budget Address that while he renew their concealed deadly a new study by the independis willing to talk about tax weapon license early and by ent Congressional Quarterly
,
reform, his budget proposal says mail, and allow personnel whose which has been
covering - and
no to raising taxes. The gov- license expired while they were charting
the success of - Amerernor said other options to- 1:tal- on active duty to renew the ican
presidents for six decades.
' ance the state budget Mid !not' license within 90 days after
CQ found that of all the
do as much as expancun- the end of their tour of duty
presidents since Harry Truman,
ing to move KentuckYirortkard. without penalty.
Barack Obama has achieved
Of course. revenues from
The well-being of Kenexpanded gaming alone could tucky's children was also the most success of aii in getnot meet the state's $18 bil- addressed by the House last ting the measures he endorsed
lion in anticipated expenditures week when we passed HB 51. passed and signed into law.
"His success was 96.7 perthrough 2012.
If passed into law, the measCutting an additional two ure could save young lives by cent on all the votes where
percent from many agency requiring public middle and we said he had a clear posi. budgets, reducing costs by high schools and the state Cab- tion in both the House and the
improving government efficien- inet for Health and Family Ser- Senate. That's an extraordinary
cies, generating $77 million vices to distribute suicide pre- number," CQ' s John Cranford
over the bietmium through ini- vention
inforntation
and told NPR in an interview on
. natives like selling off mil- increase suicide prevention Monday.
• lions in state property, trans- awareness.
The three presidents who
- fernng funds between state proThe bill passed 97-0 and came closest to that percentgrams and debt restructuring now goes to the Senat.
age we re Lyndon B. John.* have also been proposed by
Also clearing the House last son in 1965, a strong year for
-' the governor to get the budg- week was HB 160, the high- Democrats(93 percent), Dwight
et into shape.
er education bill that would Eisenhower, in 1953, his first
'
l
It is good to know where ensure students at Kentucky year as president (80),
and
the governor stands on how corrununity colleges have a clear George W.
Bush in 2002, the
the state should address our path toward earning a bacheyear after 9/11 (high 80s).
• budget challenges. But it will lor's degree at the state's pubWhy the difference?
be up to us as lawmakers to lic universities by easing the
Some say that Mr. Obama,
decide what is truly the best transfer process from associa
student
of history and poliway to move Kentucky for- ate to bachelor's degree protics and a former member of
ward.
grams.
the Senate and Illinois legislaTax reform is widely conWith a quarter of this 60sidered by lawmakers to be a day session officially behind ture, chooses his battles well
goocl long-term solution to our us this week, I expect budget and doesn't endorse legislation
continuing money problems. deliberations will begin taking he doesn't think will pass
with a proposal for revamping center stage the House very (remember how cagey he's been
the state tax code expected to soon, to the give the House about the public option?).
Others credit his staff, conbe discussed soon in the House and Senate time to iron out
sidered abrasive by some in
Appropriations and Revenue its details.
large part because of the prickly chief of staff, Rahm Emanuel.
who was an effective leader
in the House of Representatives before he moved to 1600
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
Pennsylvania Ave.
There are some big-ticket
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax.(270) 753-1927
items still hanging in the balMon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m.- 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
ance. to be sure, but Mr. Obama
- under extraordinarily diffiAlice 'louse. Publisher
arouseWmurrayledger.com
cult circumstances - has made
Greg Travis. blitor
editor(emurrayledger.cont
his presence felt impressively.
.,

e-mail: tberryt/murrayledger.com
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do-with-less spirit of the times,
we offer these good, but cheap,
ideas for the legislature:
Thefollowing are editorialsfrom newspapers across
- Extend domestic violence
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concern- protections to dating partners.
Amanda's Law will be a holing issues of importance in the Cotnmonwealth.
low victory if a class of vicThe Independent
political games are a disserv- tims is denied its protection.
Ashland, Ky
ice to the people of Kentucky. Kentucky is in a minority of
House Bill 176 is not the both Democrats and Republi- states where domestic violence
only bill to move quickly cans.
victims cannot get protective
through the Kentucky House
Officially, HB 1 is named orders unless they have been
of Representatives. House Bill the Amanda Ross Domestic Vio- married to or lived with their
I - bener known as Amanda's lence Prevention Act. Former abuser. House Bill 30 would
Bill - was approved by the entire State Rep. Steve Nunn has right this wrong.
House in a 97-0 vote just eight been accused of murder in the
- Outlaw texting while drivdays after it was filed.
shooting. death of Ross, Nunn's ing. Several studies have shown
However,don't expect Aman- former girlfriend who had that text messaging behind ale
da's Bill to speed through the secured a domestic violence wheel impairs a driver more
Kentucky Senate like HB 176, order protecting her from Nunn. than being drunk. A law won't
which was put on the fast track
Amanda's Bill would allow wipe out this reckless practice.
only to meet a federal dead- judges to order people named But it would keep some drivline. The fate of HB 1 in the in domestic violence orders to ers' minds on the road, and
Senate has almost everything wear ankle monitors.
that could save lives.
to do with the politics behind
- Cap payday loans at 36
He said placing the monithe bill and almost nothing to tors on people who pose a percent interest. The laws
do with the actual merits of domestic violence threat could against usury date back to
the bill.
alert potential victims of inuni- ancient times. but somehow the
House Speaker Greg Stum- nent danger. and could have short-term lending industry got
bo, D-Prestonsburg, is the pri- potentially saved the life of the legislature to roll back commary sponsor by Amanda's Bill, Amanda Ross and others if mon decency a few years ago.
and by making it House Bill they had been in use previ- Gov. Steve Beshear has promI, Stumbo has declared the bill ously. Tracking devices would ised to support an interest cap.
the top legislative priority of send a signal when the person So should the House and Senthe
Democratic-controlled wearing the monitor gets too ate.
House of Representatives.
- Bring transparency to child
close.
But the fact that the bill
"This technology was right abuse deaths. The legislature
soared through the House with- there under our noses all the should mandate the opening of
out a dissenting vote does not time and we didn't realize it," records related to state invesassure it of quick action by Stumbo said.
tigations of child abuse and
the Republican-controlled Senneglect when a child dies ate. After all, Senate President Lexington Heraid-Leader
not to punish or embarrass
David Williams, R-Burkesville,
The best things in life may child protection workers who
is not interested in giving Stum- be free, but there's nothing like might have made a mistake
bo crowing rights for his suc- do-re-me for greasing the but to learn how tc make the
cessful sponsorship of such a wheels of the legislature.
system stronger.
popular bill.
- Raise the school dropout
Money to build roads,
In fact, in past years, schools, community centers and age from 16 to 18. This would
Williams would intentionally fund lawmakers' pet projects cost some money too - about
not advance bills sponsored by is the currency of exchange $15 million a year to educate
former Spcaker Jody Richards for difficult votes.
kids who are now dropping
when they arrived in the SenLike many Kentuckians. state out - but again the long-term
ate. By the same token, Richards government is running short savings to society would be
would use his power to stall on cash as high unemployment worth it.
in the House Senate-approved resists the good news from
- Open up elections to more
bills sponsored by Williams.
Wall Street.
Kentuckians. There are a bunch
Our hope is that this doesGov. Steve Beshear and law- of ways to bring more people
n't happen with Amanda's Bill. makers will be cutting state into the electoral process:
It is a serious bill that deserves services. not pumping money Longer, more flexible hours for
the consideration of the full into new programs or projects. voting; opening primaries to
General Assembly. It should this session.
registered Independents; a connot be allowed to die in the
Despite all that, lawmakers stitutional amendment restorSenate simply because of its can accomplish quite a bit at ing felon voting rights to name
sponsor in the House. Such modest or no cost. In the make- a few.

IN OTHER WORDS

To the Editor:
1 am a CASA volunteer and
wanted to share what CASA
means to me.
Court Appointed Special
Advocates are volunteers that
speak on the behalf of abused the way we think it should.
and neglected children in Cal- but at least we know that we
tried.
loway and Marshall County.
We tend to worry about
I have always enjoyed working with youth and always felt these children and sometimes
this desire to do something we want to take them home
more. Then I heard about or buy them clothes or magiCASA. Once that door was cally make their home a wonderful place to be...but all we
opened I never looked back.
CASA volunteers take their can really do is spend time
rolls very seriously. We want with them and listen to them
to know that we have done and give their parents resources
everything we could to ensure and encouragement so that
that child has a safe and sta- maybe they can provide these
children with the loving home,
ble home.
It doesn't always tum out they deserve.
I truly believe that ,if you

OUR READERS
WRITE
can't try to help the parents
then how can you really help
that child.
As a volunteer you need to
listen to these children and
to their families. You can't
judge them for what they have
done. You can only try to get
all the facts and take the facts
and speak in court on that child's
behalf.
Try to imagine growing up
with one or both parents being
alcoholics or on drugs or abusing you.
Imagine some
strangers coming into the only
home you have known anti tak-

ing you away and placing you
with more strangers. Children
love their parents no matter what
they do so this is very traumatic for any child even if it
is the best thing to do at the
time.
CASA volunteers are not
miracle workers but they do
make a difference in these children's lives. In Calloway and
Marshall County we have many
children to serve and not enoueh
volunteers. One person can
make so much difference.
Please be that one person and
call Karen Darnell at 761-0164
and ask for information on
becoming a volunteer.
Thank you
Jackie Kennedy
Almo Ky.
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iftwor,44,trAviifme twida
Marshall Co. Marching
Marshals Alumni
reunion to be held

Stroke Screening Clinic
scheduled on Thesday

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

A Stroke Screening will be Ilsesday at St.
Leo Catholic Church. 401 North
12th St.,
Murray, by Life Line Screening. Four facts
about stroke prevention are 4 out of 5 stroke
sictims had no apparent warning
signs;
Itrasound screeninp can help you avoid a
stroke; Stroke is a leading cause of death end
permanent disability: Screenings are fast,
painless, affordable and convenient.
Pre-registration is required by cidling '800-679-5609.

The Marching Marshal's
Alumni Association was formed
to give the alumni a way to support the current band, its activities, and students. Each year. lilt
alumni give a scholarship to a
current band student. Begiruung
in 2006, the alumni association
sponsored a reunion for: all past
and current band members. lite

Retirement dinner planned

A retirement dinner for Ellie Christopher and
Da id E. Riley Jr., of the Calloway
County hum
Service Agency will be Saturday, Feb. 6, at 6
p.m. at the First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall in
Murray. Tickets
are $20 per person. Anyone wishing to attend should
call the Farm
Service Agency at 753-1781.

two-day event in 2006 saw over
6(X) attendees each night.
The 2010 reunion is scheduled
for Apnl 16 and 17, 2010 and
will again be held at the
Marshall County High School
Activities will include the following•
•Fnday Night Perforrnance by
Current MCHS Band

Solo piano recital 'hiesday

Dr. A. Matthew Mazzoni will present a soio piano
recital on
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the performing arts halt on the
campus of
Murray State University. The public is invited and there is no
admis.• sion charge.

North Fantastics will meet

North Fantastics will meet Wednesday from after school until
4:30 p.m. The program will be on Electricity and Speech
and
Demonstration Opportunities in 4-H.

TOPS meeting lliesday

Murray Chapter ot TOPS #616 will meet Tuesctay from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For information call Sheila at 227-1723.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
" KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

Murray Singles will meet

Murray Singles will meet 'Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex of the
Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Pat at
489-2909.

Weight Loss class planned

Kirksey United Methodist Church will conduct a 13-week
Weight Loss Bible Study titled "First Place 4 Health" at 6:30
p.m.
Tuesday in the fellowship hall of the church. For more informati
on
call Katana Darnell at 489-2136.

Workforce hoard to meet Tuesday

The West Kentucky Workforce Investment Board will meet
Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the conference center at Lake Barkley State
Park, Cadiz. Items on the agenda include discussion of the upcoming Workforce Investment Act pending youth proposal release,
election of officers and discussion of economic development. The board
oversees employment and training activities under the Worklorce
Investment Act (WIA) throughout the 17 counties of the Purchase
and Pennyrile Area Development Districts.

Hospice Caregivers will meet

Hospice Caregivers Support Group will meet today (Monday
)
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. in the Center for Health and Wellness conference room. For more information contact Pan Williams at 7622135 or 1-270-978-1254.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight(Monday) at
7 p.m. For information contact Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Al-Anon meeting tonight

Al-Anon will meet tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m at University
Church of Christ, located at the corner of US 641 North and Ky. 121
Bypass. Murray. Those attending are asked to enter through the rear
door located on the west side. The only requirement is that there be
a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

•Perfoonance
by
MCHS
Indoor Drunsime and Winter
Guest
•Perforamaces by the MCHS
Jazz Rand
-Photos and Videos of Past
Performances
*Attendance
by
Former
Directors...nil Staff
*Alumni Rand
Practice
Satunby
morning
and
Perforammx Soaarday evening.
TIbe oast will be 515 per person for both days with no charge
for ctaldrea.
Reurison officials said 'Come
mid Izelp its raise money for
auct a great cause and have a
great taro renewing oki frienddaps and making new ones."

Service News
Photo provided
SPECIAL EVENT: Pictured is Kevin Skinner, band
director

for Calloway County Middle School Band, getting supplies
for
the chili supper and auction for the Calloway County High
School Laker Bands on Friday from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in
the
school cafeteria. The auction will start at 5.15 p.m. This will
be
during the Murray/Calloway basketball game. Girls game
starts at 6 p.m. Tickets can be purchased from any band
member, band parent or call the band room at 762-7395.

College News

Local students named for
honors at Western
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — Local students have been named for
honors for the fall 2009 semester at Western Kentucky University.
according to Bob Skipper. director of media relations.
Listed on the President's List for those having a grade point average of 3.8 to 4.0 were Kristen Mikulcik and Hattie O. Collins, both
of Murray'.
Listed on the Dean's List for tttose malting a grade point average
of 3.4 to 3.79 in a 4.0 scale were Lucas M. Stinnett of Almo and
Lauren D. Walker of Murray.

Vilardo recognized as
student of excellence
The
United
Stares
Achievement
Academy
announced that Phillip Vilardo
of Murray has been recognized
by
the
United
States
Achievement Academy as a student of excellence in English.

Hall of Fame Banquet scheduled

Murray State University Athletic Hall of Fame Banquet will be
Friday, Feb. 5, at the MSU Regional Special Events Center. Doors
will open at 5:30 p.m., dinner at 6 p.m. and ceremony at 6:30 p.m.
Tickets are $30 per person. Reservations are required and there are
a limited number of tickets available. RSVP deadline is Tuesday:,
Jan. 26. To make reservations call Crystal Morrow: at 270-809-3746.

Vilardo, a student at Callowa.v
County Middle School, was
nominated for the award by
Jeanetta McCallon, teacher. His
biography will appear in the
United States Achievement
Academy's official yearbook
which is published nationally.
He is the son of Tony and
Janus Vilardo of Murray and the
grandson of Ronald and Tess
Lintz of Santa Clarita, Calif.,
and Samuel and Kay: Vilardo of
Lake Balboa, Calif.

Navy Seaman Recruit Darnel
C. Burgdolf, son of EAlla K. and
Timothy. J. Burgdolf of Murray,
Ky.. recently completed U.S.
Navy basic training at Recruit
Training
Command, Great
Lakes. III.
During the eight-week program, Burgdolf completed a
variety
of training which
included classroom study and
practical instruction on naval
customs, first aid, firefighting,
water safety and survival, and
shipboard and aircraft safety.
An emphasis was also placed on
physical fitness
The capstone event of boot
camp is "Battle Stations". This
exercise gives recruits the skills
and confidence they need to succeed in the fleet.
"Battle Stations" is designed
to galvanize the basic wanior
&tributes of sacrifice, dedication, teamwork and endurance
in each recruit through the practical application of basic Navy
skills and the core values at'
Honor,
Courage
aod
Commitment.

Its

distinctly

Ladies of the
Oaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will play Btidge
on Wednesday at 9:3C) a.m. at
the club house.
Members are asked to call
Bronda Parker, hostess, &t 759'009. to sign up for play.
Bridge was played on Jan. 20
with Bronda Parker as hostess.
Winners
-.ere
Shirley
Jenstrom first, and Jo Arum
Auer, second.

"Navy' flower %vas designed to
take Soto account what it means
to be a Slillsor
Bargtioffis 2009 graduate of
CidloweirCoanty High School.

Hickory Woods
failv•is•pt t•rst•r

PP! ANn112 POSPW
lions oar ot Ma memen setivium
we've bad in a long tune was on
Mosby. Tbe M.E_S.S (Murray
Environsaestal Student Society)
grasp atom eels Maury Christian
rebseship 4:0110 10 dillattl Wit us
the baponance e( recycling They
assisted dm resitkats ui making a
ealicaormeat with recycled materials. Wa-brai our own recycled fashion show. Naomi Rogers absolutely
PE ease the prue' She modeled a
new Ma
icard board box) with
tiwpo black sumeaciers itilack duck
la goer whale cap (Widmer
'bat cut aeries (crabber
a eiliptable me bonnet teereaed beautiful sin* rose
- Wale) and colored paper,
hat Neale was decorated with cereal
bibs a sea ion and one shaped in
nr. bar head. Oise of the students
was Messed as bnde with aunterous
%icon begstomped around ban for
▪ mildiag dram Plastic drink bottles Melee snood tus vraist for the
"jewids" oa his dress. Words cannot
describe bow funny these people
looked 0-.msed in ail of these items 1
Oink 4r *asp
bd more
ha dr
madam.
Theme of she vteet ea devoted to
our travek le "Italy On Tuesday. we
watched a Rim oa Italy and then m the
siattraltra made botarmade pizzas.
We played Italian tnvia with Mitzi
and dam made Julian Mosaic art to

br

tad the west
-.14014, tbe leas et fete like
isomeisr %steam age
• Illteereinetz • filarriy, Ky
llama

3114/710 • 1-011-2314014

HEARING AID SALE!

Grandparents meeting today
The Murray Family Resource Youth Service Center and the
Calloway County Family Resource Center will hold a
"Grandparents Raising Grandchildren" meeting today (Monday)
from noon to 1 p.m. in the west conference room of the Murray
Board of Education at 208 South 13th St., Murray. All interested
parties are welcome to attend.

ION 2041(
°pee Pit

tire tar

For a Waited time....

Phillip Vliardo

Save $1000•00 each!

ESTEE LAUDER
Your Free Gift with any Estee Lauder
purchase of $29.50 or more. Worth over $80.00

CUSTOM FITTED

Offet good while supplies last Quantihes
One of each gift to A customer pleaae

Digital in-the-Ear
Reg. &1495.00

Sale Price S795.00

11

MORE

REE
GIFTS

mascaras, a lash primer
am elegant organizer,

Fret Hearing Test with This Campo
All hearing aids sold on a 30
Professionals Available Fee Tea
Call Today — 270-753-8055 or Call Tell Frei 14.11
441-572$

STONE4A141 CO.

HEARING RENALlitriON
210 South 12th Street - Inwrregir —
753-5678

"Since .1876 A Name -Yr)1 1

Csi"
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DEADLINES

1 I's

943.50 Column Lnch, 40*. Discount 2rid Run,
40%, Discount 3rd Run.
1.4/I 3 Ads Must Rwi Wrthirr n Pay Perlod
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guidel

Auto Pals
Sport Laity Vonases
Urboll Cars
Vans
Used Trucks

I ssc

\I

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words
$.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.
• 3 35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon Llas.stheds gu into
Smart Saver)

Carmen
Poeta I Moan
Services Onemo

Fob Caftan
Tobacco & Supplies

iiim

ew.exiiiprieeizgeeyister.saiiistvieeriaxi
leer 4:cri
'Illiorstiinii:VIII•leat 09

Web
Sear Seer
Tama
Iletnescri
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Stroa
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 7531916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
Of stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours:
Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

Garr THIS III
AD FOR ONLY
675.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

tJackson Purchase Medical Center
CARDIAC NURSE PRACTITIONER

Part-time Cardiac Nurse Practitioner In a cardioiogy practice. Current
Kauticky Ucensure and credenuaked Nurse Practitioner, BLS, ACLS
and will
be required to take czill. Cardiac egyerience required.

Need to place
an ad?
Call us we
will be
glad to help.
'Wray Lodger
& Times

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST

GUN
SHOW
at Traders
Mall off of 124
exit 16.
Jan. 30 & 31.
Sat 9-5
Sun 9-3
Admission
$5.00
kids 12 +
under free.
Register for
gun giveaway.
•Food Dnve
.3uy •Sell or
•Trade

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?
MEDICAR.E
SUPPLEMENT'

270753-1916 I

Puli-tirne WT(A5Cr Of MIT pcetbon 3%2Illabtt Midnight shift
7p-7.1

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1,024 on Part A, $135 on
Part B Call me for more information

rull-Urne Occupational Therapist position aseilable.

SLEEP TECHNOLOGIST
Pull-tone Sleep Technologist position available. Requirements: Graduate
of
an accredited school or porysomnography or expenenced polysomnogr
aphic
tech iregistry preferrecli Of credenuale ooeerratory therapist with a
desire to
practice in a seep Lsooratory. environment.7p-7a.
Excellent salary and benefit padkage Submit resumes to JPP1C s Human
lielliOUrt.ES Department or fax to 270-251-4507
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Human Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Carrie Mayfield KY 42066
CEO MirAlt0

:PLACES:C0
..6g:

tionssear & Childcare

TREE HELP IN CLAIM FtLING FOR MY CLIENTS

I

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

_J

TURNING 55 SOON?
Medcare Sup.,plernent
or
MedIcare Advantage Plan
Call n)e for information tO help
you underStand these plans.
"My business is helping people"

Need cash? Like can
dles? Make money
selling candles! Call
Tern 0 270-331-8585
tor info.

F-3on Sallin- Local Agent
Phone (2'70)759.-1565
Mobile (270)210-2533

Compvters

Wonlled

STORE Manager
LA.W firm seeks lega
Shoe Sensation is look- secretary. Real estate
ing for a Store Manager experience preferred
in Murray, KY . Qualified Send
resume
to:
candidates must have a Resume PO Box 863.
minimum of 2 years Benton. KY 42025
experience as a retail
Lost Female miniature
store manager. The PART or tuil-brne
Schnauzer, salt& pepstore manager would be mechanic needed.
per, Lynn-Grove area
responsible for all say- Flexible nours
435-4608
to-day operations, man- Experience preferred.
aging a team of approx- but not required. To
JUST give us a call,
imately 6 associates. aeply. call
we'll be glad to help.
and above all driving 270-753-2072.
Your loved one we'll
sales. This candidate SCHWARZ SUPPLY
try to find
should have a success- SOURCE
'Cause qt0 all have
ful track record in sug- 250 Melvin Henley Dr.
Furry Of Feathered
gestive selling as well Murray, KY 42071
Friends Here at the
as motivating a team. ACCEPTING APPLILedger Times.
Salary and bonus pro- CATIONS
discussed at inter- Applicants must be
Call 753-1916 gram
view BeneMs available very detail oriented,
atter 90 days. Email exoellent reading skills,
resume and references Shipping
and
fre 7encelhinny0shoe- Receiving experience
seo oation com
(preferred
not mandaDELIVERY DRIVER
tory), aVe to be work
and TANKSETTER
POSITION available
on
feet
for at least 8-toCalloway Co Propane
for LPN or RN in a fast
12 hours a day. Be
Gas in Murray has an
paced medical office
able
to
push, pull, & lift
opening for a local
Surgical expenence
up-to 50-lbs.
propane delivery bobpreferred but not
Will be working some
truck driver and tank
required. Send resume
Saturdays
set-installer Must
to PO Box 465
Must be available to
have a CDL-HazMat
Huntington, TN 38344
wITanker Excellent
work
overtime
as
pay, great benefits
needed.
The Pfac.e tos
Please call 753-7485
PLEASE APPLY IN
or toll free for Warren
PERSON ON LOCAStart . Morrav
at 1-800-874-4427
TION
Ledger
&-Ttmcs
ext. 142 or emelt him
at: swanwyck0upgas
SERVALL LLC, of
070)753-1q-16
Murray is seeking
energetic and enthusiastic persons to Join
our team. The position
of Technicians are currently being sought.
Persons apptying must
possess
diligence,
1
communication skills,
the abiley to work
Subscribe to the
1 andconiunction
with othi *
* *
• 1I ers. Applicants must
i
WRAY
1 pass a background
:* LEDGER&TIMES* check. a drug screening. and obtain a PCO
lic-ense. Training is proI Home Delivery
Local Mall
vided Pay is based on
sCallomy
I 3 ma --Via
11
expenence Paid holiI 6 mo.--USA 3 m0. ----.-...$35.00
days. vacation, and
I 1 yr.----MOM 6 mo. -.-$63.00
401k are also avail1 yr....-.........$110.00
able. Some overtime is
mandatory
1
Servall
I Rest of KY/TN
T.I1 Other Mall
LLC of Murray is an
rPuryear k Pectonm
1
Sabarriptiona
equal
opportunity
I 3 mix-470.50
employer and all appii6 ear.--...590.00 I 6 mo.-----$96.00
oations are considered
I yr..-.-...S1M.00 1 yr. ----$145.00
with no discnmination
1
against age, sex, or
1
Cheek
Money Order
Visa
SVC
race. Women and
1
minorities are encour1
Name
aged to apply.
I
--1
1 St. Addres,

MPG-

•
..
i
*
.
1
' Be A
1
1
1
1
,........,----...-, 1
I *
*
* 1
I

F

City__
1 State
I
Daytime Ph.

All line ads
placed 'n our

Zip__

Mail this coupon with payment to.
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 4207
Or call (270) 753-1916

1

paper are
posted on our
website tor tree!

Hiplp %MK

IACta COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.355b

TEMPORARY:
of
openirigs: 6 Tobacco.
Hay/Straw, Row Crops
& General Agricultural
Workers Needed
Employer: Normand
FeezorGraves
County. KY Dates
O 3/17/2010
12/31!2010
Wages:
$7.25
8.00/hour. 3/4 of hours
listed on job order
guaranteed.
Work
tools will be provided at
no cost. Free housing
provided to those who
cannot
reasonably
return to their permanent res[aence each
day.
Transportation & subsistence paid when
509.'0 of contract is met
Physically abie to meet
& perform all job specifications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests. May be
required to submrt to a
criminal background
check. Apply for this
too at the nearest KY
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using job order
number KY0393799.

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price, single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

2-11--“-2111

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

7E100
(

%NM('

kl
&(-0mMi it( ru.

01 MtiRR1V,

I

- 9224

I

320
Apartrrents For Riot

I

1BR, price reduced.
va nous
locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.

NH yi mit

Nit h Mt
(LI(RI 0%1 NI It
SIN( I

199 i

‘NJA 19WINI It 81 StN1

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

2BR bnck, appliances
furnished. No pets.
753-0728, 994-3308.
CASH paid tor
Ail zee n ta
2BR/lBA in city, comgood. used guns.
24/7 Surveillance
pletely redecorated,
2BR duplex, C/H/A,
Benson Sporting
new heating & AC
Climate Control
venous
locations.
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
units, kitchen stove,
Coleman RE.
Electricity
Murray.
fridge,
W/D-hookup.
753-9898
no pets. $450. You
812 Whitnell Ave.
2BR duplex, w/applipay utilities Can
ances & carport. no
addWasher`Dryer
pets. Call 227-7414
units-extra.
2BR near MSU. appliONE Bowflex Extreme
TEL.-270-767-1176.
3613
2 exercise machine. ances furnisheo,
3EIR 1BA, 1604 Ryan.
CH/A. Coleman RE
Storage Rentals
One king wood buming
CmiA, no pets, 1 year
753-9898
stove with blower. One
!ease. $550.00. 7
antique wood buminr
53-9636
2BR 7. fuii oath duplex.
J&L RENTALS
Murray Ledger & TIMM Fair
cook stove 753-855'
ail appliances & washNice country home. 3
MINI-STORAGE
Housing Act Notice
227-4450
er & dryer, cable &
miles north of murray,
720 S. 4TH ST.
All real estate atheresed herein
i•
water
...bird
3BR,
to the Federal Fair
1BA, detached
furnished.
Career of' 121 s
Housing Act which makes it
$600/month, no pets.
garage, new CHA.
Trends N
10E10 $25 10715 PO
illegal to adtrertme any Fete753-2225 or
W/D hook-up, hardencr !mutat:me or dtscrunmat
1270i 436-2524
Treasures
non based oo race AK air759-1509-after 5:00.
wood
floors,
new
(279) 293-6996
port sex. handicap. familial sta1306 S 1201 St
remodel, no pets, nontus
or nahonal Oftgla Of ellen.
4BR,
C/H/A, all appliFlea Market
PREJAIER
hoo to make ans such prefersmoking, lease $550
ances. Coleman RE
Meet limitations or discnmmaVendors Wanted
PAINISTORAGE
mo security deposit.
!son
753-9898.
*Inside climate controi
Eve. 759-1204
(270)761-6255
laws tortotd desaunatab011
storage
3BR/2BA brick in city,
a the sale, rental or advertising
Calloway Garden
*Security warmed
ot real estate based cn factors m
quiet residential neighaddition to those protected
Essex Downs
•Safe & clean
borhood, central-heat
under federal law.
Apartments
•We sell boxes!
& air, kitchen stove,
Kt
knossongls accept any
1505 Diuguid Dnve
•We rent U-Hauls
fridge, dishwasher,
adverteang tor real estate which
Murray. KY 42071
is not in violation of the law. All
753-9600.
LARGE
W/D-hookup,
big
persons are lorreby 'stormed
One and Two
SELECTION
fenced back yard
that all dwelhnxs advertised are
Bedroom Apartments
as
adable on an equal opportu$850.
USED APPLIANCES
Commerical Prop. For Rent
270-753-8556
nrtN basis
TEL.-270-767-1i76.
WARD-ELKINS
TDD 1-S00-S45-1833
For further assistance with Fair
3bed brick, 2bath, Beauty
Housing Advertising requiretiOS Scluth 12th
shop for rent
Ext. 283
ments, contact NAA Counsel
appliances furnished, city limits.
Equal opportunoty
293-1150.
(270)753-1713
Rene f' %lam. MO 60-loco
C/H/A. 753-3487
For Rent: Large comLARGE 3BR apt,
mercial building with
newly rernodeled, on
office. Call Pam for
aloft ale•••
campus, C/I-1/A, W&D,
details 502-314-8328.
A&F Warehousing
OREAT /WIER
$600 water. sewage &
Near MSU $20-50
440
-CHRISTMAS
380
trash furnished, no
753-7568
SALESt
Lott For kb
pets.759-4696,
Psis Supplies
6tAiN STREET
1
293-4600
Nlinistora
ge
FuRNisHINGS
AKC registered lab
WOODED lot in
NICE 2BR, 1BA, CHA
401 MAPLE ST. - All sizes to
puppies. black &
Campbell Estates
ail
appliances
WD
&
ni your needs
• 1270)761-7633
1414 Oakhill Dr..
chocolate. $150
Hazel. $400 e dep
Located by
1 45x 1 75, quiet cu I-de'731)247-5142
pets. ref & lease
Frog* radio nation
sac. Call 978-0876 or
753-1059
DOG Obedience
759-5469
'270)436-2858
NOW LEASING
293-2487 Firewood
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
390
G&C
We accept Section
lhadock & Supplies
STORAGE and
FIREWOOD
8 vouchers
PROPANE
(270)210-6267 or
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
Need to sell
119 E Main
(270)226-3845 Pick up
902 Northwood Dr
11('s I
your house'
(270) 753-6266
or delivery
Monday,
1
II(
%It
I )1\(
Cell: (270) 293-4183
Cell us
Wednesday, Friday
•
9 a.m. - 4p.m M-F
si2- \JO.
Ledger & Them
&ham
Phone 759-4984
111.%1 INA I 11i1
Equal Housing
KEY MINI
OH 1.)
,11 HI:
270-753-1916
2BED. 2bath, no pets,
Opportunity
in
i
3BR, 1-1/2 bath
WAREHOUSES I I/4%NIMAI
S450 deposit.
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Ill Nil 145151.
house 1713 Oakhis
$450/month.
VICTORIA
1650
N
one
bedSt-Rt. titS
Dr $75,000
(270)869-4653
270-493.731.1
room 5 miles from
(270)293-1446
Murray. KY 42071
2711-293.7315
Murray in Lynn Grove
3 BEDROOM
270-753-5562
220-acre farm estate 8
area Newly
227-8802
mi. E of Murray.
remodeled. Large deck
Fenced cattle farm
\o‘N 01'1\
GET THIS
with great view. W/D.
Apennents Far Net
w/2000 SF farm
sliiR%(.1
1X1
refrigerator,
stove.
house, barn. sheds.
AD FOR
Very
1 OR 2br apts. nea
etc Two ponds. grav575.00
quiet. All utilities paid
downtown
el pit and trailer park
Murray
A MONTH
including
electric.
Lease and deposi
on
property. Call
$6001mo plus deposit.
753-1916
reouired. 753-4109
Joshua 0
270-492-8211
502-235-4152.

753-

r

Cir

A

2003
Classic
miles. 2',
See at
EA 1 N
490

ASI LI 1%1

ANTIQUES Cal! Larry
753.1633
BUYING old U.S Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999

Solt*
IA Po
Local
Ca
NaCi
No B

&skim
( 11%111 SI.Plit

(all JilLStephens or Ashley tvlorris
at 753-19116
and_place your ad.today!

Want to Buy
TEMPORARY: # o
openings: 18 Tobacco
Hay/Straw, Row Crops
Greenhouse & Genera
Agricultural Workerr,
Needed
Employer: Rod Murphy
Farms & Bobby G.
Birdsong- Lyon County,
KY Dates: 03/15/201001/15/2011
Wages:
$7.25
8.00/hour. 3/4 of hours
listed on job order
guaranteed.
Work
tools will be provided at
no cost. Free housing
provided to those who
cannot
reasonably
return to their permanent residence each
wonting
day.
Transportation & subsistence paid wher.
50% of contract is met.
Physically able to meet
& perform all job specifications. May
be
required to take random drug and/or alcohol tests. May be
required to submit to a
criminal background
check. Apply for this
iob at the nearest ki
Office of Employment
& Training Division of
Workforce
Employment Services
Office using lob order
number KY0393838.

3Be
4t;
Sun
S1
(270)

Terry lsaacslgaren Isaacs, Owners

WILL sit with the elderly in their home, hospital or nursing home
753-6646 or 210-4173

120
KINDERMUSIKRegister
now
for
Winter/Spring classes.
Classes available tor
ages Newborn- 5years dd. Register by
calling (270)753-3763
or (270)978-1960
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IBA hon
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condition,
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loaded. 64
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2003 Silve!
Accent hat
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starter car,
miles. $3.3
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96 Chevrol
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Se
Trimming,
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LPLINES

--MI I pi
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New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
Itiverfield Estates.
RIG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
RENOVATED
48R,
IBA home near hospital
Beautiful hardwoocVtile floors, sunroom, basement, appiiances. new C/H/A,
2,200 se ft $8.000 hrst
time
home
buyer
rebate. $79,500
270-761-1317
NEW

CONSTRUCTION
Hied. 2Bath
1.41313 sq. h.
Sunset Blvd
S139.000
(270)293-2482

2_„ _„;_201

CLASSIFIEDS

0 00 Cost Estimate
227 9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
New homes Addrhons
Remodel Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyl
Siding,
Decks
Roohng, Mobile Home
Repair
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured

II ‘1

WAS

• weckt,, & special pic
locally owsedloprills1

759-1151 • 293293-T784
kl111114,11(.1,1iii ,c

3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087

. LAM
LAWN 5ERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
'landscaping &
leaf Vacirearming
Sulislianlio guaranteed

MI- 016 -4.4611

Ilit&M ROOFING

en the
mosf experienced
in West Ky.
441.1 Toni Ter*, Trod

m.al Honk
KY 42Crl
me,

753-7728
tNinu,
K1
i ti

4

2003 H-D Heritage
Classic Black, 2,800
miles. 270-293-7404.
See at Cain's, Inc.
641N

Used Cars
R% NI It

BUSUSII

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
-atiandmotorsaies codi
0.753:4461

ACH
AGE

2002 Mercury Grand
Marquis. exceNent
condition, Arizona
beige, leather seats.
loaded, 64,900 miles,
new Michelin tires.
$5.900. 293-8409
2003 SiNer Hyundai
Accent hatchback GT,
good condition & great
starter car, 110,000
miles. $3,300.
(270)705-3612

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Noun saw=
Res.. Com.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
Alt jobs - big or small

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
iunk & tree work.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

(270) 293-9726 Uti
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
SRUENi & 14enwner.
Painting, fix-Ws &
repairs, decks pressure
washed
and
stained 436-2228.
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96 Chevrolet 3/4 ton,
ext. cab, 4x4. $2,950.
978-5655

(270) 519-4729
NOW accepting yards
to mow. Free estimates. Call
(270)873-9637

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured. Emergency
293-1118

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

NDSCAPE
*Beauty •Saftrty
-Security
•Energy Efficient
•Pro Equipment
•Pro Installation
.30 Yrs. Expenence
TUN LEMONS
Irrigation
270-435-4776
THE Murray Ledger &
1 anes considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies dc occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any respons.L,..ity whatsoeve: for their
activities

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal
Aerial BucketTruck

,ay Ledger & nines Fair
Howsing Aci Notice
di estate advertised how
Mal to the Feda,a1 Farr
ing Act. which make, it
I to advertise
preier!imitation or disk-Timm,
on !JO'. ,044.1r. Rh Yrt, handlcap,
.ta
national ongin or mienmake ar, su..h prefer,
limitations or Ll,nmina•

Insured
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

(270) 227-9212
FORTNER Gas Co.
Murray's newest
propane dealer Call
761-4427

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798
YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates Phone

Tree
esti-

436-2562 227-0267

a%• forbid

descnnunation
saie, rental or advertrang
e•tate based ca.t factor. in
on to those protected
rederal law
111 knowing], accept an,
ising tor reaf estate which
m violation ot the law Ail
is are Iserebs mtormed
I dwellings advertised are
•le on an equal opportu
ISI4

rther assistance with Fair
Adverhsing require
(ow.- \ AA Counsel
4111Kr. - '1 , isift-lat

Lots Fix Salo

DED lot in
>bell Estates
Oakhill Dr ,
175, quiet cul-de:all 978-0876 or
469

MSU student to attend
Beta Gamma Sigma
Leadership Forum
Two students from Murray
State University's college of
business will represent the university at the Beta Gamma
Sigma Student Leadership
Forum in Tampa, Fla., Feb. 4-7.
The students are James T.
Stevenson. a senior business
administration major from
Hopkinsville, and Christi Drane,
a senior accounting major from
Hardinsburg.
Stevenson is president and
Drane vice president of the

MSU chapter of Beta Gamma
Sigma, the honor society for
business students in schools that
are accredited by AACSB.
According to adviser, Linda
Johnsonius, the director of the
Center for
Undergraduate
Advising, only the top academic
students in the college are invited to join BGS.
Approximately 200 students
are expected to attend die international conference. It is one of
two that is conducted each year.

For SIM

Neeti to sell
your house.'
Call us

ry Lodger & Times

7

1

Buil Eaowout coming
to area Expo Center

16

1-1/2 bath
. 1713 Oakhill
5,000.
293-1446

:re farm estate 8
)1 Murray.
d cattle farm
)SF farm
barn. sheds.
NO ponds, gravnd trailer park
Perty. Caii
0
5-4152.

The bi-annual Bull Blowout
is coming to Murray on Friday,
Feb. 19, and Saturday, Feb. 20.
The action will take place in
Murray State University's
William
"Bill"
Cherry
Agricultural Exposition Center
starting nightly at 8 p.m.
Featured events include bull
riding and barrel racing.
Activities for children take place
at intermission and include the
calf scramble for ages 10 and
under. and mutton busting for
ages six and under.
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Neil Simon comedy to open at MHT

•

%M
O
Yea con coast

Monday, January

Tickets are a% ailable at the
door for $12, general public;
$10, students with MSU I.D.;
and $5, children ages 12 and
under.
For anyone interested in participation in the featured events,
entry fees for bull riding are $60
and the barrerracing fee is $25.
Booking opens Friday, Feb. 15,
from 2-10 p.m.
For more infortnation contact
Parson and Milam Rough Stock
Contractors and Promoters at
(731)642-8346.

Opening Feb. 4 at Market
House Theatre is Neil Simon's
ever-popular comedy, "God's
Favorite." Called "awesomely
funny" by The New York Daily
News, it is the story of devout
Long Island business tycoon Joe
Benjamin, a modern-day Job
with a high-maintenance wife,
ungrateful children and wisecracking household help. He is
visited by a Messenger from
God in the form of Sidney
Lipton, a compulsive film buff
frotn Queens who is on a mission: test Joe's faith and report
back to "the Boss." When our
modern Job will not renounce
God, everything becomes a test
of faith ... including his family.
Neil Simon spins this contemporary morality play with his signature good humor and wit. The
New York Times said. "His
jokes have a kind of hilarious
deadpan ecstasy and, even better, are taken from life."
Diane Byrd directs the cast of
MHT veterans, with Valerie
Pollard as assistant director.
Reprising the roles of Joe
Benjamin and Sydney Lipton
from MHTs 1996 production
are Tom Dolan and Al Knudsen.
Dolan was last seen in
"Southem
Comforts" and
"Tuesdays with Morrie," while
Knudsen was last seen in "Tom.
Dick and Harry" and "Beauty
and the Beast."
Playing the jewel-and furbedecked Rose Benjamin is Lisa
Hurr.phrey, who has directed
MHT productions of "On
Golden Pond" and "Murder at
the Howard Johnson's." Landon

Photo provided

Wealthy businessman Joe Benjamin (Tom Dolan, left) is confronted by a bizarre stranger,
Sydney Upton (Al Knudsen) who claims to be a messenger from God in Neil Simon's "God's
Favorite."
Baker and Allyson Tracy play Favorite," this time as the recently in "Anything Goes"
twins Ben and Sarah Benjamin, drunken prodigal son David and "The Foreigner."
who have an IQ of 160(between Benjamin. Once a member of
The play runs Feb. 4-7 and
them). Baker was in MHT's the Story Theatre troupe, Judd 11-14 with show times at 7:30
recent production of"Tom, Dick was in "The Wizard of Oz" and p.m. Thursday through Saturday
and Harry" and has been seen in "The Boys Next Door."
evenings and 2:30 p.m. on
"The Outsiders." WKCTC stuMaid and butler Mady and Sundays. There will be an addident Tracy was seen most Morris are played by Dvonne tional 2:30 matinee on
Sat., Feb.
recently in "Beauty and the Miller, who was in "Anything 13. For tickets. call (270) 444Beast" and "Aladdin, Jr." Joey Goes" and "Doubt," and Steve 6828 or visit mhtplay.org
.
Judd also returns in "God's Schwetman. who was most

Kentucky First Lady receives her H1N1
vaccination, urges others to get theirs
FRANKFORT, Ky. — First
Lady Jane Beshear received her
HIN1 flu vaccination at the First
Onsite Clinic for state employees in the Capitol Annex building. Most Kentucky Employees'
Health Plan (KEHP) plan members can receive the H IN I vaccine at no cost.
The 2009 HINI (swine flu)
strain of influenza was first
identified in late spring of 2009,
and has since been causing a
worldwide pandemic. A vaccine
for the illness became available
in the fall, but has only recently
been in sufficient supply to
expand beyond the target groups
identified as being at greatest
risk.
"While we have seen reduced
flu
activity
since
early
December, the spread of 2009
H I NI (swine flu) is likely to
continue well into the new year.
It is still important for
Kentuckians to receive the
H IN I flu vaccination to help
prevent its spread in the months
ahead," said Mrs. Beshear.
"I
want
to
reassure
Kentuckians that the swine flu
vaccine is safe and effective,
and was produced using the

same methods as seasonal flu
vaccine," said Public Health
Commissioner William Hacker,
M.D. "The swine flu vaccine is
now widely available in communities across the state for anyone who wishes to receive it. We
especially urge those with
chronic health conditions that
put them at risk of serious Unrelated complications to get vaccinated as soon as possible."
The target groups strongly
encouraged to be vaccinated
because they are at higher risk
for complications from HIN I
are: pregnant women; people
who live with or care for children younger than 6 months;
children and young adults 6
months to 24 years of age;
health care workers; and people
with chronic health conditions
that include asthma, neurological conditions, chronic lung and
heart disease, and disorders of
the kidney, liver, endocrine system and blood. However, all
Kentuckians, regardless of
whether they fall into any of
these groups, are now encouraged to get the vaccination.
The First Lady received her
vaccination at the Capitol Annex

First Onsite Clinic, one of four
clinics located in state office
buildings now available to
employees who are enrolled in
the Kentucky Employees'
Health Plan (KEHP), as well as
employees covered by other
insurance plaas. In addition to
the Capitol Annex. clinics are
located in the Cabinet for Health
and Family Services building,
the Capital Plaza Tower and the
Transportation Cabinet building.
The clinics are open from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. MondayFnday and are staffed by nurse
practitioners and medical assistants available to assist state
employees with their health and
wellness needs. The medical
treatment and services provided
by the First Onsite Clinics are
solely billed to the employees'
personal health plan. Employees
must present a copy of their benefits card and remit die required
copayments for services they
receive at the clinics.
"We are pleased that die clinics have been visited over 1,440
times since their opening in
October," stated Personnel
Cabinet
Secretary
Nikki
Jackson. "We hope the conven-

ience of having a clinic onsite
offers an opportunity to enhance
the health and wellness of Our
guARloyees.-Employees can use the clinic
for many wellness needs.
including: blood pressure monitoring; goal setting and coaching: weight management assistance, including body fat measurements; care for the conunon
cold: allergy shots; and much
more.
For more information, visit
the following Web sites: First
Onsite
Frankfort
http.//www.firstonsitefrankfort.c
om,
Kentucky
Personnel
Cabinet,
Department
of
Employee Insurance http://personnel.ky.gov/firstonsite/ and
Commonwealth
Employees'
Journey to Wellness Program
http://personnelky.gov/dei/weII
ness/.
For more information on
influenza disease or the availability of flu immunizations.
please contact your local hedlth
department
Or
visit
healthalerts.ky.gov.

your natural leadership role.
When you really have had
enough, it will become quite
clear. Knowing your limits is
important, but sometimes deferring to the cause could be equally as significant. Tonight: Discuss
a problem rather than have it eat
you up.

gestion
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Getting a project done

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Tuesehty, Jan. 26, 2010:
'This year, you often find that
others are upset. This state of
events and emotions could have
more to do with the individual
parties
than
with
you.
Understand your limitations
more fully. Know when to say
"enough." Learning more diplomatic ways of saying what you
think could make all the difference as well. If you are single,
you often wonder if you have
what it takes to make a relationship work. You will have an
opportunity to find out. If you
are attached, dic two of you will
learn to juggle your different
concems in a more reasonable
manner. GEMINI makes you
laugh.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Ilave: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Avenige; 2-So-so;
I-Difficult
ARIES-(March 21-Aprll 19)
**** Keep communication
fkiwing, even if at some point
you might want to slam the door
shut. Rest assured, that will get
you nowhere. Sometimes what
appears to be a disaster transforms into good news, and
quickly at that today. Tonight:
Visiting with others.

iliCIIllelfile Mar
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
*** Know the costs before you
even entertain the idea of a project or some kind of joint venture.
If you have a better idea of your
liability. you can make a sounder
decision. No one can be responsible for your choices but you!
Tonight: Your treat.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** A boss most certainly
could rain on your parade. Can
you handle it. or will you handle
it? Your ability to read past the
obvious and see another s true
intent sometimes needs to be
relied on slightly less Tonight' As
you like.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
*** Know when to back off

and allow someone else to come
forward and make necessary
demands. There are times when
everyone needs to do some
things differently. You might want
to rethink a decision involving a
personal matter. Tonight: In the
thick of things.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Zero in on what you feel
you must. What is certain is that
you can no longer hide from the
inevitable You could feel out of
sorts and pushed way beyond
your limits. Listen to your sixth
sense, and refuse to get angry

when dealing with an associate.
Tonight: Let another
inspire you.

person

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Continue to assume

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Keep unusual thinking
in mind when trying to get past a
problem
Ask yourself how
opposing ideas both could be
right Often. you might feel that
no matter which direction you
go. you hit an obstacle The trick
will be to nse above the obstacle. Tonight Where the action is.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You are wortong with

a
difficult person, and getting the
appropriate response could be
nothing less than difficult.
Understanding will grow as long
as you can stay out of the blame
game. At this point, creativity
could cause more of a problem.
Tonight: Togetherness is the
theme
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21)
*****

Defer to others, knowing full well what is going on
between you and another person. Know that you don't always
need to agree. Investigate
another's response more fully.
He or she might have a worthwhile point here. Listen. Tonight:
Go with the most appealing sug-

might be more important than
ego. You will focus on the job,
while others' egos emerge. You
understand what is happening
here. Others might not. Listen to
what is being shared. Tonight
You deserve a break.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You certainly are the
idea person. but unfortunately.
with each idea you seem to incur
another person's ire This situat:on could be close
unaccept
able. but you can change it
Simply say less right now
Tonight. Evaluate the importance

of a key relationship.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You know what you
want, though you might no! be
sure what is appropriate to say.
The pros and cons of a home
office need to be weighed first
rather than acted on. Tonight: At
home

BORN TODAY
Musician Eddie Van Haien
(1955), talk-show host Ellen
DeGeneres (1958), singer Anita
f3aker(1958)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.lacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Looking Back
len years *go
Published is a picture ot three
emplosees of Murray Electric Sy stem who recently. completed the
certified training prograni of the
lennessee Vallery Public Power
Associatton They were Mike Wilson. Ronnie Burkeen and Trent
lhompson
Mr and Mrs. Clifton Viallace
will he married for 50 years Jim.
t()
Published is a picture of members of the Calloway County High
School Football Team who were
recognized at the annual awards
banquet held at Murray State University Curris Center. 'The photo
was by. Staff Photographer Mike
Ohstrom.
Twenty years ago
Published is a story. and pictures about three Murray teachers ho recently. returned from
Kumniing. China. where they. were
teachers at Yumpson Normal Unisersity in the Yumpson Province.
They. were Margaret Terhune,
Dortha
and Gene Bailey.
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team captured fifth
place at the Speech and Debate
Tournament held at San Antonio,
Texas.
Births reported include a boy
to Tammy and Mike Montgomery
and a boy to Denise and Timmy
Nance. Jim. 22. a girl to Lesa
and Dave Watson and a boy to
Nancy and Terry Jordan, Jan. 23.
Thirty years ago
Elected as officers of Temple
Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons were Billy Miller, inaster: Daniel Galloway, senior warden: Rob Ed Parrish, Junior warden. Stanley' Scott Sr.:, senior deacon: Ricky Harris. .junior deacon: Anthony Wallace. tyler, Charlie Lassiter, secretary.: Cecil Taylor. treasurer, Billy Galloway. senior steward, Larry Frankhouser.
junior steward; John Grogan. marshal!: and A.W. Galloway. chaplain.
Elected as officers of recentorganized Calloway. County
IY

Today In Ilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Jan. 25. the
25th day of 2010. There are 340
days left in the year.
Today's Highlights in History
On Jan. 25, 1890. reporter Nellie Bly (Elizabeth Cochrane) of
the New York World completed
round-the-wiorld journey in 72
days, 6 hours and II oi
The United Mine WorkettdrIlWr
ica was founded in Columbus,
Ohio.
On this date:
In 1759. Scottish poet Robert
Bums was born in Alloway..
In 1787, Shays's Rebellion suffered a setback when debt-ndden
farmers led by Capt. Daniel Shays
failed to capture ar arsenal at
Spnngfield, Mass.
In 1858, Eititain•s Pnncess Victoria, the eldesi daughter of Queen
Victoria and Prince Albert. married Crown Prince Frederick

Mom's final wishes come
with a threat of haunting

YEAettes
Laura Paschall.
president, hure Rms. s ice president. Debbire Burchett. secretarytreasurer. and Christine Murdock.
reporter
Forty years age
Two local men were inducted
into the United States Marine Corps
in the January Draft Call from
Calloway County. according to
Mrs. Gussie Adams,executive secretary of the Ltx:al Board No. 10
of the Selective Service. They
were Richard S. Simmons. son
of Mr and Mrs. Archie Simmons,
and Curtis R.Yeary. son of Mr.
and Mrs L.L. Year).
Lt. Gov. Paul Dodson of Benton was guest speaker at a meeting of the Murray Kiwants Club
at
Woman's Club house
His subject stias "Why. I Am A
anian."
Fifty years ago
Hatcher Auto Sales, owned by
Aubrey Hatcher. has been niuned
dealer for the Comet, a compact
car, in Murray..
Recent births reported at Murray. Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Keys Jones, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry. Bibb. a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. John Galloway,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Etheridge. a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Shelton Jr. and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McKinney.
Mr. and Mrs. H.C. Paschall
were married for 50 years Jan.
17.
Sixty years ago
The Calloway County Rural
Electric Project will be completed about Feb. 15, according to
John Edd Walker. manager of the
cooperative. This is part of a five
county. move to complete all main
lines in the cooperative territory.
Dr. Walter Blackburn. Dr. Max
Carman. Dr. Liza Spann, Dr. A.M.
Wolfson and Miss Grace Wyatt
are included in the late ediction
of the book. "Menin Science'
which has currently been added
to the reference collection of the
Murray State College Library.
,
%ere
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DEAR ABBY: Myr mother
is a spry. 75-year-old woman
who has expressed an unusual request. She has told us
"kids" that when she is called
by the angels. she wants to
he dressed in an aqua nightgown or P1s, and to be lying
on her side.
She says she
•
will
be
sleeping for
a long time.
and
she
wants
to
make sure
11
1
she's comfortable. She
Dear Abby also says if
we
don't
carry out her
By Abigail
wishes, she
Van Buren
will come
back and haunt us.
I have attended many wakes,
but I can honestly. say I have
never seen anything like this
done before. What do you
think? -- WANTS TO DO
RIGHT BY MAMA IN MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR WANTS TO DO
RIGHT: I think it's wonderful that your mother is discussing this now -- and I hope
your letter will encourage more
readers to begin this kind of
important conversation with
their loved ones.
Because the alternative is
to be "haunted" to eternity,
you should honor your mother's wishes. But because laws
vary from state to state, readers who want to find out what
the law is in their state should
visit www.funerals.org and
view the Personal Preference
page.
•••
DEAR ABBY: My son
"Pete," who is in his late 20s,

MUITa)

hds had battle vvith drugs since
he was 17. After numerous
trips to rehab, thousands of
dollars and too many heartbreaks to number, his dad and
I decided to tell him he is no
longer welcome in our home.
We did not reach this decision lightly.. Vs'e have other
children and grandchildren t
consider.
We have lived in this small
town all our lives. I don't
know how to answer people's
questions about why we have
no contact with Pete or why
we haven't tried other solutions. I have cried rnyself to
sleep many nights over careless comments that have been
made.
We love our son dearly, but
we can no longer be his crutch
to lean on. Please tell me how
to answer these people without being rude and hurtful. - DESPERATE MOM IN
LOUISIANA
DEAR MOM:The thoughts
you conveyed in your letter
are excellent replies to thoughtless people who question your
decision. You DID try "other
solutions." They didn't work,
and there are other relatives
who must be considered.
Sometimes addicts must hit
bottom before they finally
accept that -- in the final analysis -- they have to help themselves recover. If you are questioned more than once, tell the
person plainly that this was a
painful decision for you and
your husband and to please
not raise the subject again.
a

•..
DEAR ABBY: I have pur-

chased season tickets for the
local professional hockey team
from a former co-worker for
the last five years. We worked
together for eight years and
had a good relationship until
this recent issue.
William (the future German Emper- ings of seven people. including
This year, when I called to
or and King of Prussia) at St. actress Sharon Tate.
ask about the tickets, she
James's Palace
In 1990, an Avianca Boeing
In 1909. the opera "Elektra" 707 ran out of fuel and crashed informed me that she had
by Richard Strauss premiered in in Cove Neck. Long Island. N.Y.; already sold them on Craigslist.
Dresden. Germany..
73 of the 158 people aboard were I was upset because she didn't offer them to me fiist. I
In 1915, Alexander Graham Bell killed. Actress Ava Gardner died
would have paid her 'he askinaugurated U.S. transcontinental in London at age 67.
telephone service benveen New
Ten years ago. Under govern- ing price without complIte
York and San Francisco.
I nnderstand that they
ment orders, the Florida relatives
In 1947, American gangster Al of Elan Gonzalez agreed to make her tickets and she co
dli
Capone died in Miami Beach. Fla.. the boy available tor a meeting
what she wanted with them,
at age 48.
with his Cuban grandmothers at but I feel she was inconsiderIn 1959, American Airlines a neutral site. Martina Navratilo- ate and rude not to at
least
began jet flights betwetm New va entered the International Ten- offer them
to me before sellYork and Los Angeles on the Boe- nis Hall of Fame.
ing them to a total stranger.
ing 707.
Five years ago. A videotape We are no longer
speaking.
In 1961. President John F. showed Roy Hallums. an AmeriV.: ai's in the right? -- MAD
Kennedy. held the first presiden- can kidnapped in Baghdad the
tial news conference carried live previous November, pleading for IN MINNESOTA
DFAR MAD: She should
on radio and television.
his life. (Hallums was rescued by
In 1971 Charles Manson and coalition troops on September 7. have warned you -- but if it
three women followers were con- 2005.) A stampede during a Hindu ended th,: friendship, it couldvicted in Los Angeles of murder festival in we,,ern India killed in
n'• have b.:en much of one to
and conspiracy. in the 1969 slay- least 258 people.
t,,:gin with.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
raciappy
*losi0Evz
known as Jeanne Phillips,
1),Ack&tt of ThiS
CtSC
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

DEAR DR. GOTT:
you received a letter from a
47-year-old female who was always
tired. There was a section where
she stated that following breakfast. she had to fight to keep
from talung naps all day long.
'rhis was a

may be battling chronic. tang',
or know someone who is.
DEAR READER: I have printed y•our letter in the hopes that
my readers will benefit from it.
Chronic fatigue i. often difficult to treat because it can be:,,,:4
the result of many health cordi- 7,,x1
tions. and in some cases it has ',
no known cause. Diabetes, hypoglycemia. fibromyalgia, depression, thyroid disorders, vitamin
deficiencies, cardiac insufficiency
or other causes might be to blame
You w-ere fortunate to have had
a physician who worked with you
to find the cause of your fatigue I
;

SOMe

MO.

gmhel n t but ihba
made
me
think she may
has e the same
•••••i
problem that
I did.
I, too. had
the same confusing sympDr.Gott toms and
fought them
for I I years.
By
Dr. Peter Gott My doctors
and I looked
mams possible causes, such as
depression, endocrine disorders,
sleep problems, fibromyalgta. vitamin deficiencies, diabetes and
more. I had no energy, always
felt as if I had a hangover and
was unable to work or even complete simple tasks of daily. living. I felt as though I were disabled.
My endocrine specialists w.anted me to try the drug acarbose
for what I thought
unrelated
insulin resistance and low bloodsugar episodes.
The results have been amazing I now feel energized in the
mornings and don't feel the need
to take naps after eating. I am
able to work, see my friends.
clean my house. and concentrate.
It has truly changed my. life.
Perhaps this reader should
investigate in this direction. I
know how. disabling this can be.
and I hope she can be helped as
I was. Please "pay it forward"
on my. behalf and suggest this to
her and all of your readers who
offt

ati

DEAR DR. GOTT: Please i,
help me' I have been scratching i'.
my head from morning until night.
Not only. is it uncomfortable.
imnoying and nerve-racking: it is i
also embarrassing. I hope you
have had experience with dry scalp
and can tell me what to do. It
has been constant for
month
now., and I'm fed up with it
DEAR READER: Dry scalp :
is a common condition. It caus- i
es itching (with resultant scratching). danetruff and/or a red. scaly
scalp.
The good news is that it is
easily treated with over-the-count
er antidandruff or dry-scalp shampoos and preparations. You mayi
also want to apply mineral oil'
nightly, followed by covering your:"
head %MI a shower cap. In the.
morning, wash out the oil, and
your scalp should be well mois-;zo
••
turized.
,.1.4.
4
If after trying these optionsr4a
y.ou are still expenencing itching,
i
;
and scalp dryness, you should be- ",
examined by your primary.-care: :
doctor. who can offer prescrip-:4
tion shampoos or ointments. He 4.
or she might refer you to a dermatologist for further evaluation
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North dealer.
the Dutch were penalized 1.25. That
North-South suinerable.
minuscule difference ultimately
NORTH
decided the world title.
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final margin was is exemplified by.
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the 128-deal match — which began ,joi
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"The auctian was short and sweet .:si,
The bickling:
at both tables
three elubs by
North East South West
North. three notrump by South. In
3•
Pam
1 NT All Pass
the closed room, West led a low- heart
Opening lead seven of hearts.
anti the U.S. declarer wrapped up
,
At the same time that thc U.S. eleven tricks for plas 660.
team
crushing Brazil in the
"It was clear to the Vu-Graph
Bermuda Bowl linal for the 2000 audience that spade lead by the
v+orld championship, the U.S. U.S. West would hold declarer to ten
women's team was finishing sectmd tricks and eam the U.S the IMP that .to the Netherlands in the Venice Cup would gist: them the gold rnedaL
thc narrowest margin in thc his- there ssas no compelling reason for
tory of a world championship (nerd a spade lead. however. A heart
one-half of an International seemed the normal lead and much
Match Point.
more likels.
The fractional margin
the
"When West put the heart seven
result of slow -play
assessed on the table. the Dutch partisans in
against both teams in one of the eight the room erupted in wild applause.
16-ideal sets. Because the Americans The final score in the Venice Cup had
were judged to hase been more yet to be made official, hut they
responsible for the slov• play, they. knew that the trophy belonged to the
incurred a 3.75 IMP penalty, while Netherlands for the first time."
Tomorrow: kkith a little bit of luck.
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50 "Everybody
Hurts'' group
51 Read the — act
53 Speak highly of
55 Bronze or Iron
56 About. in
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57 State firmly
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40 "Marley & Me"
actor
42 Natural moisture
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Crosswords
1 Stick together
5 Landscape
shrub
9 Wrinkle-nosed
dog
12 Nomad dwelling
13 He directed
Marlon
14 Tarzan companion
15 File folder label
16 Commercial
17 Earth's star
18 Dune locale
20 Raucous diver
22 II may be fragile
23 Popular beverage
24 Roundup gear
27 Big Ben
numeral
28 Foolhardy
32 Fond du —
33 Wanderer
36 Banjo cousin
37 Worm, maybe
39 Bone, to Livy
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Reader finds help
for chronic fatigue
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11 Thicken
19 Excited
21 Trireme mover
23 Scale notes
24 Attorney's
deg
25 Rte. mappers
26 Chem. or biol
27 FDR had three
29 Razor-billed
bird
30 Tackle a slope
31 Fox's prey
34 Ouchl
35 Masculine
principle
38 OB objectives
41 Roomy sieeve
43 Spine-tingling
44 Out of style
45 First-magnitude star
46 Right onl
47 Zoomed
48 Overhang
49 Club fee
50 Untrained
52 Ready the
press
54 AMA members
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1ST REGION ALL 'A' CHAMPIONSHIP: MURRAY HIGH 62, BALLARD MEMORIAL 54
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MURRAY STATE 80,
SE MISSOURI STATE 61
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RACERS RATTLE OFF 10TH STRAIGHT
OVC VICTORY; SLAP SEMO
SATURDAY AT SHOW ME CENTER
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By MOODIE]. DMN
Sports Editor
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. — When Popeye needed
strength, he turned to spinach. When Scooby did something
good, he got a snack.
When Murray State needs to get out of a jam. they tum to
their defense.
Saturday's main event at the Show Me Center was anything
but a cartoon, but it quickly turned into a laugher as the Racers
rolled to an 80-61 victory.
The win was the tenth straight in Ohio Valley Conference
action for the Racers and they improved to 18-3 overall.
After being down 20-11, Murray State used both offense and
defense to close out the first half on a 30-9 run to build a 44-31
halftime lead.
The Racers continued to pour it on in the second half.
outscoring the Redhawks(6-13, 3-6 OVC)36-30.
Tony Easley led Murray State with 17 points while the
Racers put a total of eleven players in the scoring column.
"Tony was aggressive around the basket and he continues to
improve," MSU head coach Billy Kennedy said. •He blocked
six shots, but what he did best was posting up and finishing."
Easley did finish with a career-high six blocks, which pushes his total games to 19 with at least one block.
lsacc Miles finished with 14 points and a tearn-high five
rebounds while Danero Thomas tacked on twelve points.
Ivan Aska, Isaiah Canaan and B.J. Jenkins each had seven
points. Donte Poole was good for six while Jewuan Long finished with four. Ed Daniel, Jeff McClain and A.J. Wilson all had
two points.
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KIGHT / For the Ledger
-,.e Lady Tigers hol,,* the First Region All 'A. championship trophy high at mIdcourt at GravesELAINE
County
defeating

Ballard Memmial 62-54 Saturday night. Murray advances to the state tournamen
t for the first Hui,
'since 2CKI5, where
they'll play Ci`asgow on Wednesday.
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By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports VVnter
MAYFIELD, Ky. — E.arly in the fourth
quarter Saturday night at Graves County, the
All 'A' region title that had seemed so likely
earlier in the evening was slipping from
Murray's grasps.
The three-pointers were beginning to fall
for Ballard Memorial, which had just gone on
..tri 8-0 run to take its first lead of the night since
3-2.
Haley Armstrong and Shelby Crouch, twothird.s of Murray's three-headed scoring monster, were sitting on the bench with four fouls
apiece before the fourth quarter had even
begun.
But the Lady Tigers gutted it out like they
Louldn't have done in each of the past four
years, ending the longest All 'A' state tournament drought in school history.
Sian House. the 6-foot-2 England native
who, a year-and-a-half ago, was learning how
basketball games were scored, reclairned the
lead for Murray with an offensive rebound and
layup.
The Lady Tigers, who were made to shoot
free throws for 45 minutes in silence after a
particularly tough night earlier this season,
sank 15 of 16 from die stripe down the stretch.
And,finally. after four years of futility. tears
ofjoy flowed. students rushed the court and the
Lady Tigers made reservations for Richrnond
by vanquishing the two-time defending champion Lady Bombers,62-54.
"Coach always said you can't explain what
this means until you feel it. and she's right."
said senior guard Emily Benson, whose two
free thmws with 1:31 put Murray ahead by six
and marked the beginning of the end for
Ballard.
"All these emotions. I'm just so happy to
share it with this team. We've come so far and
I'm glad it's come down to this moment."
Armstrong and freshman point guard

Janssen Starks. who threw a conung-out party

for herself in last year's All 'A' Classic as an
eighth-grader, were the driving forces behind
the Lady Tigers' success.
Armstrong poured in a game-high 22 points
and was a perfect II -for-11 from the free-throw
line.
Starks scored 17 arid hit nine out of ten from
the charity stripe.
Both took the offense into their own hands
countless times. attacking the lane and drawing
fouls.
"For the first time in a long time. Haley
stepped up in a big gfune." said head coach
Rechelle Turner. "Janssen got one breather for
about 15 seconds tonight. Her being our point
guard brings a dimension of toughness to our
team that we haven't had before."
Armstrong and Shelby Crouch each entered
the fourth quarter with four fouls each. but
Tumer ushered both back int() the game early
on.
She didn't regret it.
Ann.strong scored six fourth-quarter points
and grabbed two crucial defensive rebounds
while Crouch finally got herself in the scoring
column after three scoreless franies, hitting two
free throws and connecting on a transition
layup to put her team ahead by six.
"I just basically told them, you've got to
play." Tumer said. "You've got to be smart. I
thought they did a great job of still being effective on defense but not fouling and that just
comes with maturity."
House also turned in a huge night for
Murray.
The junior center scored II points, denied
the inside for Ballard's scorers and blocked a
handful of shots.
"She's such a difference-maker." Turner
said. "She's gone from a kid who didn't even
know what the score was to making a huge
impact on this game and on our team this season."

MICHAEL DANN I Ledger & Times

Tony Easiey slams home two of his team-high 17
points Saturday against Southeast Missouri State.
Easley finished 5-of-5 from the field and had a careerhigh six blocks.

Fresh taste
MSU REBOUNDS WITH WIN
AT SEMO SATURDAY
ELAINE KIGri

For the Ledger

Murray coach Rechelle Turner can't
hold back the tears as she embraces
senior guard Sarah Crouch in the
aftermatch of the Lady Tigers' championship
Saturday night.

win

With Ballard's th)) Set to take the court in
the nightcap, the Lady Tigers played through
an electric atmosphere that was decidedly proLady Bombers.
Ballard trailed 41-35 when they launched a
run in the third quarter, scoring eight consecutive points to pull ahead by two.
But Starks answered a three by Shannon
Tubbs with a triple of her own at the top of the
key with 1:16 left in the quarter to put Murray
back in front.
The Lady Tigers didn't pull away until late
in the fourth quarter. however.
With a minute remaining and Murray leading by six. Ballard's Brandi Jones missed a
driving layup and Armstrong pulled down the
•See MHS, 10

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports tditor
CCAPE GIRARDEAU. Mo. — Sconng at will was not a
problem for Murray State Saturday night.
Shutting down Southeast Missouri State's
offense, at times, was a little more tedious.
The second half of Saturday's matinee at
the Show Me Center turned into a 'whatever
SEMO can do, Murray State could do better'
kind of match.
In the end, Murray State was the best in
winning 90-72 and getting a bitter taste out of
their mouths after Thursday night's loss at
Eastem Illinois.
At the game's onset, Murray State pitched
a shutout, building a 15-0 lead — a lead that
they would never relinquish — as they
bounced back from Thursday night's loss in
Charleston to defeat the Redhawks 90-72 at
the Show Me Center.
MSU had five players record double-digit point totals, with
seniors Mallory Luckett and Kayla Vance and
freshman
Mariah Robinson all tallying a team-high 14 points.
Sophomore Rachael Isom added 12 points and
freshman
See IASU, 10
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CCHS splits over weekend
lead out of the first quarter,
Calloway' took control in the
second, outscoring Vienna 17-4.
The Lakers shot 61 percent
from the field and connected on
36 percent (5-for- 14 of their
shots from three-point range.
Vienna was held to 42 percent shooting and turned the ball
over 24 times.
Calloway hosts Caldwell
County tonight at 7:30 p.m_
Noadarson County 56, Lady
Laken 48
Henderson County outscored
Calloway County 24-2 in points
off tuniovers to take a 56-48 victory Saturday in Henderson.
Averee Fields scored 31
points and grabbed 22 rebounds
to lead the Lady Lakers while
Taylor Futrell added eight
points.
The loss snapped a fourgame Calloway winning streak
as the Lady Lakers fell to 12-8
on the season.

Henderson County improsed
to 16-3 and has won seven consecutive games.
Anel Barnes led the Lady
Colonels with 20 points.
The game was even most of
the way, but a fourth-quarter
sequence in which Calloway
was called for traveling and
Henderson hit a three-pointer to
take a five-point lead helped
swing momentum the Lady
Colonels' way.
Calloway took a 19-9 lead
out of the first quarter, but
Henderson responded in the second, outscoring the Lady Lakers
16-6.
Henderson
outscored
Calloway 21-13 in the fourth
quarter.
Neither team shot well as the
Lady Lakers hit 41 percent of
their shots and Henderson hit
just 32 percent.
Calloway held a 43-29
rebounding edge.

The Lady Lakers return
action Saturday when they tras
el
to
Madisonville-North
Hopkins Tip-off is set for 6 p.m

Due to the Murray Lady
Tigers' trip to the All 'A'
state tournament this
week, Friday's boysigirts
doubleheader between
Calloway County and
Murray has been
rescheduled for
Thursday, Feb. 11. Game
times will remain the
same with the girls tipping off at 6 p.m. followed by the boys at
approximately 7:30 p.m.
Murray has also canceled its Tuesday night
girls game with Hickman
County.

•MSU
From Page 9
Jessica Holder contributed a
career-best 1 1 .
Isom and
Luck.ett also combined for 14
assists, seven each.
The Racers opened the game
on a mission and tallied 15
points before the Redhawks (612, 3-6 OVC)got on the board
with a free throw with 15:24
left to play. MSU continued the
defensive pressure and didn't
allow SEa.10 to garner a field
goal until five minutes had
elapsed off the clock; adding
two more points to its total during the span.
The Racers kept both their
defensive pressure and scoring
touch up through the half and
did not allow the Redhawks to
score double-digits until 11:17
remained in the half. SEMO
was held scoreless for long
stretches of the half, but did go
on a 5-0 run in a minute span to
cut the lead to nine (24-151
However, MSU responded
with a 13-1 run over the next
four minutes to push the lead to
as many as 22 in the opening

stanza..
The second half was an even
battle for most of the 20-minute
span. However, the advantage
that the Racers had built was
too much for the Redhawks to
overcome. as they got no closer
than a 13-point deficit through
the rest of the game.
MSU had an impressive
shooting night, ending the
game making half of its
attempts (30-of-60) and 41.9
percent (1 3-of-3 I ) of those
shots taken from beyond the
arc.
SEMO shot 34.8 percent on
the night (24-of-69), and 36.8
percent (7-of-19) from threepoint range.
GAM NOTES: This was the
first game that MSU had five
double-digit scorers since Dec.
21. 2009. ... The Racers finished the game with 13 triples,
one shy of the school record set
earlier this season twice (14). ...
Isom's seven assists was four
more than her previous careerhigh.
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!AKERS KNOCK OFF VIENNA AT SUPERMAN; LADY LAKERS FALL TO HENDERSON CO.
Mail Report
Calloway County defeated
Vienna (111.1 Saturday to salvage
a 1-2 record at the Superman
Classic at MASSal: County (III.).
Brock Simmons scored 17
first-half points and Blake
Maness and Austin Lilly combined for 17 in the third quarter.
Calloway forced a combined
19 turnovers in the second and
third frames, allowing them to
build an insurmountable lead.
With the lead at 28 after the
third period, Illinois rules
require a running clock for the
fourth quaner. bringing the
game to a quick conclusion.
Simmons finished with 25
points while Maness added 15.
Lilly scored II points and Justin
Hill added 10.
Aaron Stram led Vienna with
16 points while Drake Sanders
added 13.
After taking a three-po1nt
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NATIONAL SPOFtTS SCOREBOARD
NFl. Playoff Glance
By Ins Assocusted Press
AN TIMIS CST
Wild-card 1•1•Yoff•
Saturday, Jan 9
N
Jets 24 Concinnat 14
Deem 34 Pnimielphia 14
Sunday, Jen. 10
13allmore 33 NO* Eflgiand 14
Anions 51 Green Say 45 OT
OhneSonal Playoffs
lieturday. Jan. 16
New Orleans 45, Aroma 14
Indisempolis 20. F3allimors 3
Sunday, Jan. 17

Minnesoui 34 Gaels 3
N
Jets 17, San Diego 14
Conference Championships
Sunday, Jan. 24
Indianapolis 30, N Y Jets 17
New Orleans 31, Minnesota 28, OT
Pro Bowl
Sundry, Jen. 31
At OWN
AFC n NFC, 6:20 p.m. (ESP•0
Super Bowl
Sunday, Pab. 7
At Shwa
Nem Onions vs Indianapolis 7 25 p
(C88)

•MHS
From Page 9
ntbound and sank two free throws
to extend the lead to eight, beginning a celebration that carried
over to a pep rally at the high
school later Saturday night.
"We've been waiting for this
forever," Annstmng said. "I've
just glad for the seniors because
they've been really good leaders
this year."
The Lady Tigers funshed the
night 31-for-37 from the freethrow line arid got poMts from
eight different players.
Ballard was paced by SCillOt
guard Candace Bryant, who

scored a)points.
Murray will play 4th Repeat
oh
Glasgow
champion
Wednesday at 7 p.m. CST at
Eastern Kentucky University'a
McBrayer Arena.
Ballail Mem 9 19 15 11 — 54
12 20 12 18 — 62
Murray
Sallard lasmorlal (164) — Bryant*
showy 13, Tubes 9, Jones 6. Halley it
Polivicii. 2
2-pt.: 10-30 3-IN: 8-28 FT: 12-2k
..•
Rebounds: 313
Murray (19-1) — Armstrong 22, State
17, Home 11, Sh Crouch 5. Sa CrOud
4, Wiroheseir 2. Benson 2, Coleman i:
2-pt.: 11-23 3-pt: 3-15 FT: 31-37-.
Rebounds: 32

•Racers
From Page 9

MICHAEL DANN / Lexiger & TImes
Jessica Hoicier goes up for two of her 11 points against
SEMO's Katie Norman Saturday.

Murray State shot 58.7 percent froni the field in the game,
holding the Redhawks to 47.1
percent and forcing them into 18
turnovers in the game
MSU had 10 steals and
score.d 21 points off turnovers.
"We wanted to play better
tonight thrn N,se did at Eaati....rn
Illinois Thursoay," Kennedy
said. "Southeast did a good job
of executing their offense in the
first 10 minutes and give them
credit for their effort."
GAME NOTES: The Race ia
now have a 17-game winning
streak in ON C regular season
games dating back to their last
loss, which came Feb. 7, 2009 6"
Austin Peay by an 83-80 score.
MSU finished last season

winning their last seven aa
have added 10 more to start thcs
season. MSU ..:hasing the 22i:
game streak that bridged thi
'1997-98 and 1998-99 seasogi,
MSU is two wins from die
program's 23rd 20-win seasoli.
MSU's start to the season is the
nest since the 1998-99 squa
started 19-2 and 13-0. ... The
Racers continue to be the onty
team in the 11 NCAA D-I cotiferences
img their league ih
both sconng offense and scoring
defense.
The Raaers' k 0-0
OVC matic is the best among all
NCAA D-I conferences
plays at home Wednesaay
against SIU-F:dwardsvile ir a 7
p.m. up at the Regianal Special
Events Center.

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT
YOUR STOCKS ARE WAY UP!!!
But your portfolio is still down.
And it's simple arithmetk
You are beim taxed bv vour
Broker and the Financial Svstem!!!
$10,000 invested on your own wuld become $106.766*
The same $10,000 invested thmugh a broker would only. be worth $73.786
The System takes $32,980 of YOUR money, that's a 30% tax!
For what???
**Studies prove that 80% of stock mutual funds underperform the market
And your fixed income bond funds di)just as bad,
Stop getting ripped off, start getting smart!!!
You MUST ask your broker/advisor/self NOW
"Would I not be better off buying Exchange Traded Funds(FTFs)through a discount brokerage'''.
ETFs don't underperfonn, they don't charge big fees and they only cost a $10 commission.
To kart more
Visit us online at www.bluegrasshoidings.org
Or contact us via email at info@bluegrassholdings.org
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*No Fees: S10.000 compounding al 71 for 35yrs =5106,7M
Feei:S10,000 - S40014% sales chargei= S9,600 at 6%(7% - 1% feesi for 35yrs T73,786
And that is generous, as most funds have a 5%+ sales charge and about 1.5% annual fees
Plus many of sou will be invested longer than 35 years: the tas only grows with time"
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